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ABSTRACl

The purpose of this study was to examine a nultitude of factors

governing the professional career development of mid-life teachers.

A review of the Iiterature related to teaching career, individual,

nid-life, and organizational research l-ed to the developnent of a

theoretical model accounting for mid-life teaching career

performance. Based on the teaching career variables t a career

orientation of growth or stagnation $¡as distinguished. The

variables utilized were absence or presence of a career laddert

extent of career mobility, job security (tenure), routines of work,

and degree of isolation in teaching. Teachers' adoption of the

growth or stagnation mode was assumed to be influenced by

individual, mid-Iife, and organizational variables. The adoption of

either node was believed to lead to teachers exhibiting specific

workplace attitudes, and classroom and school perfornance

characteristics.

The instrunent developed for this investigation was a seventy-

item questionnaire. The sanple consisted of teachers fron two rural

school divisions and one urban division. One hundred and six

teachers ¡rere asked to complete the questionnaire. The response

rate was 90%.

Data coll-ected from the questionnaire was subjected to X 2

analysis. In the first stage of analysis, individual' mid-life' and

orgå,nizational factors were assessed in terms of t,heir association

with the node of adoption. The second stage of analysis attempted

to determine the adoption of t,he growth or stagnation mode and its
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relationship with workplace performance. The final stage of

analysis attenpted to deternine the relationship between individual'

mid-life, and organizational variables and workplace performance.

Factor analysis was used to reduce the workplace performance

indicators to a manageable set of factors consisting of personal

workplace attitudes, personal classroom performance indicatorst

personal school perfornance indicators, professional workplace

attitudes, professional cl-assroom performance indicatorsr and

professional school performance indicators.

The conceptual nodel received only partial support. There were

only three significant variables which displayed relationships with

t,eachers' career orientations. Transformations in farnily structure,

reduced drive and conpetitivenessr and supervision and support were

associated with growth or stagnation mode adoption. There I^tas no

significant relationship found between career orientations and

workplace performance indicators.

Additionally, a. number of independent variables energed as

significant in their influence on individual workplace attitudes,

and classroom and school performance indicators. Gender of the

individual, teaching area, and years experience proved to be

significantly associated with workplace performance. Mid-Iife

variables of time for self-assessment, the need to mentor a younger

colleague, reduced drive, and a growing sense of obsolescence

provided & significant relationship with some areas of work

attitudes, classroon perfornance or school performance. Fina1J-yt

the opportunity to become involved in school decision making and
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active supervision and support in the workplace proved to be

significantly associated with professional school perfornance.

As there are few theories or models in current research dealing

with teacher nid-life career adjustnents, the findings of this study

provided insight into the probleur of teacher career development and

thereby helping to formulate a basis for future research.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

1.1 Introduction to the Problem

The aging of the workforce is a phenonenon which is now taking

on considerable interest in research. Current literature (Dodd,

1986) indicates that workers in the 1980's in the 35 to 55 age group

comprised about one third of the labour force; by the year 2000,

fifty percent of the labour force will be in this age bracket

(Brunet, 1991). Such a trend is also evident in the educational

field. From 1975 to 1985, the average age of Canadian educators

rose from 35 to 39 years of age. The medium age increased fron 31

to 38 (Dodd, 1986). As of September' 1987, 64i-, of teachers in

Manitoba were in the 35 to 54 age bracket (Appendix A).

Declining enrolments and retention of staff on the basis of

seniority have, since the nid-seventies, stemmed the influx of young

teachers into the profession. As a result, we have a naturing staff

phenomenon which has an effect, on our educational systen. Given

that individuals in mid-life are confronted with varying anounts of

constraint and that teachers specifically are faced with numerous

factors which affect career performance, & better understanding of

the factors which influence the effectiveness of nid-life teachers

is critical in preserving the vitality and well being of our school

system.

Arnong the general problems faced by teachers today' stress,

career burnout, and nid-life professional crisis receive wide



attention in literature. Professionals are aghast at finding

colleagues stagnating in their career or even leaving the profession

conpletely. Researchers are just beginning to seriously examine

career stagnation and mid-life professional crisis. As a result, in

todayts work life, both the individual and the organization take a

greater interest in life stages, in job enrichment, in career

patterns, and the inpact of organizational and environmental factors

on job performance. It is felt, that workers' productivity uray be

influenced by life cycle dynamics just as organizational policies,

practices, and environments do.

Mid-life is a critical period for an individual and an

organization. Transition into this stage is not at, all smooth in

many cases. Indeed, it is often characterized as a period of

personal transition and conflict (Levinson, 1978). Developmental

career theorists have also established nid-life as a stage of stable

work or naintenance. Typically, it is a tine when the worker

naintains established working patterns and breaks Iittle new ground

professionally (Hatl, 1976).

Ackernan (1980) suggests that individuals may reach stages

whereby they initiate growth or continue to grow while others wiII

reach their plateau and becone stagnant. The adoption of a rnode, or

a state of being, may be a direct, result of nunerous variables.

Although the stay in a particular mode may not be permanent, it has

a tremendous effect on individual performance in the organization.

The growth mode is reflect,ed by continued career developnent.

Individuals approach Iife and, specifically, the workplace, with



confidence and enthusiasm. Although they may be affected by the

same variables as those in a stagnation mode, they have the ability

to cope with the problems and plan for concerns they encounter.

More often than not, these individuals are receptive to change and

pursue energizing growth opportunities.

The stagnation mode, on the other hand, is often characterized

by inactivity, dullness, sluggishness, and regressive novement, if

there is movement at all. Career disengagement becomes the ultimate

result of this. Individuals in this mode often find it difficult to

meet the expectations of their workplace roles. The stagnation mode

nay not suggest a forn of active unhappiness as much as a state of

just being unhappy. Life, and career, can be cont,inued as they are,

but at the same time, individuals are not fulfilled.

Whether one adopts a growth or a stagnation mode is primarily

an outcome of the individualts reaction to and perception of

external challenges. Many individuals accept these chalLenges and

respond with vigour while others may develop a blurred view of

thenselves and their careers. Specifically, teachers in the growth

node will continue to est,ablish annual progran goals and will

review, update, and modify as needed throughout their career. They

will ut,ilize current resources and naterials to provide for an

innovative and progressive classroon program and environnent. As a

result, teachers will becone nore involved with students, expressing

a genuine interest in students while identifying and neet,ing

academic and personal needs. They wilI provide for out-of-class

time for their students. They will continue to pursue professional



development opportunities as well as searching out personal

development and career options. On a school basis, t,eachers in the

growth urode will be actively involved in school goal setting, team

building, decision makingr &s well as school developnent

connittees. They are aware of what is "happening" in the school.

Generally, they will complete school related tasks as expected.

They will involve themselves with students t,hrough school extra

curricular activities. In addition to school conmittees, they will

involve themselves in divisional and provincial comnittees.

Teachers in the stagnation mode are assumed to display behaviours

opposite to those that have been described.

Like other professionals, teachers are affected by career and

age related developnental factors (Newman, 1980; Burden, 1982).

They, too, experience stress, burnout, and mid-life crises in the

workplace. UnIike other professions, the process of becoming a

better teacher and continuing t,o stay one is a complex natt,er that

defies sinplistic models. Lortie (1975) states that, teaching is

essentially an I'unstaged" occupation. This is accurat,e in the sense

that, for the most part, teaching lacks a definite career ladder

whereby they gain higher status and recognition through promotions

and advancements. However, nost educational theorists (Burke,

Christensen, & Fessler, 1983; Newnen, 1978) do agree that stages

exist in teaching, at least from a developnental perspective; and,

these career stages can be loosely catergorized according to several

defined periods that elevate teachers to professional maturity.

A growing body of research indicates that teachers have



different job skills, knowledgel behaviours, attitudes, and concerns

at different points in their careers (Burden, 1982; Fuller' 1969;

Newman, 1978), and that these changes follow a regular developmental

pattern. If this is true, then there is iustification to examine

teacherst careers through a stage or phase approach.

The following conceptualizat,ion put forth by Burke,

Christensen, and Fessler (1983) provides a convenient framework for

describing stages that may be essential in a teacherts career. They

list eight stages a teacher nay pass through in a career:

Pre-service - initial preparation for the
profession through college or
universit,y;

the first few years of teaching
often described as the "day-to-day"
nastering of the job is the primary
focus;

years three through five focus on
improving skills and conpetency.
Teachers seek and try out new
methods, materials, and teaching
strategies. They find their job

Induction -

Competency BuildinÉ -

stimulating and they are eager to
expand their repertoire of skills.

Enthusiastic and Growing - years five through ten provide for
a period when teachers perceive
themselves &s highly competent and
good teachers. They experience a
high leveI of job satisfaction.
Many teachers wiII stay in this
stage until career naturityt
bypassing the frustration, the
stable and stagnant stages.

Career Frustration - due to the nature of the professiont
teachers becone disillusioned at
this point in their careers. In all
likelihood, they have settled into a
school and a particular classroom
and have been there for a nunber of
years, Teachers may re-exanine their



Stable but StaEnant

decision to pursue the education
field. In this stage, they often
find a sense of isolation and
decreased support will force many
from the profession.

- teachers at this point (15-25 years
experience) have resigned thenselves
to entrapment. They often feel
bitter, cynical, and pessinist,ic.
This st,age is often referred to as
the "burn-out" stage. The joy and
commitment t,hey once felt are nov¡
gone. Oftenn they are perceived as
just going through the motions.
Teachers in this stage tend to
complain frequently and are
difficult to motivate.

Career Wind-Down - at this point, teachers are
preparing to leave the profession.
Some find this a. pleasant,
reflective experience while others
may feel bitter and resentful. This
stage may span several years or be
as short as a few nonths.

Career Exit - this final stage represents the
period of time following job
termination. It may also be
represented in teachers who take
Ieave of absence or take on
alternate careers.

Joyce, Hersh, and McKibbin (1983) have classified teachers'

growth stages as follows:

Omnivores are active in their attenpt to improve the st,ate
of the schools in which t,hey work. Their energy is orient,ed
toward growth. They are open to new ideas and will use all the
resources at hand to grow as a person and as a professional
educator.

Active consumers have less initiative than the onnivore
but are full of activity.

Passive consumers are there when opportunity presents
itself but rarely seek or initiate new act,ivities. They are
dependent on others around them to draw them in. These
teachers are led to new ideas and, once taught, will implement
these new ideas.



The entrenched are not likely to seek out training. When
they do take training it is likely to be in areas where they
already are successful. They will seldon take courses unless
there is a material benefit, such as a salary increment.
Innovations that change the way the school's curriculun
operates are usually viewed wit,h suspicion. Change to them
neans they are not doing a good job and poses a threat. Any
questions of current practice will generally be rebuffed.

The withdrawn require a great deal of enerÉy from outside
if they are to become involved. They nay reject changet
engaging in only a few act,ivities which they generate
thenselves, and rarely participate in informal interaction at
work. (The Canadian School Executive, March, 1986r p.12).

Although these stages are not directly linked to age' they are

conditional on age and experience. Other ¡rodels that exist parallel

the above rnodel very closely although they generally are condensed

into three stages:

adjustment, stage

(Burden, 1982).

are limitations to the

provide an important

teacher career perfornance.

1. the survival or early years stage; 2, the

or middle years; and 3. the mature or later years

teacher career/stage models approachr it does

franework or basis in which to study mid-life

In rnuch of the literature, mid-career is identified as a key

point in a. teacher's career (Fuller and Brown' 1975; Burke,

Christensen & Fessler, 1983; Burden, 1982). At this stage, a

teacher hits a plateau in which stagnat,ion becones a real career

threat. Many teachers become discouraged¡ dissatisfied, and, oftent

yearn for a change from the teaching environnent. A better

understanding of the stages of teacherst careers or growth becomes

essential to improving the education of children. Although there



1.2 Puroose of the Study

The intended purpose of this study was to exanine a multitude

of factors governing mid-life professional career developnent of

teachers in order to conprehend the factors which pronote or inhibit

growth.

Among those factors studied are specific teaching "career

factorst' which have a bearing on and provide a basis for teachers

adopting a growth or stagnation mode. The lack of a career ladder,

as well as a limited nobility, in the teaching profession nay affect

whether a. teacher continues to gro$¡ or to stagnate. Because

teaching often is regarded as a secure and comfortable profession,

nany teachers develop a. "laissez-faire" attitude towards the

workplace. In addition, the annual cycle or routine of teaching, as

well as the prospects of working in isolationr EâV leave teachers

faced with career disengagenent. These career factors provide the

proposed basis for exanining teacher growth or stagnation.

In addition to specific c&reer factors, individual variables

nay also affect a teacher's transition into a growth or a stagnation

node. Gender, years experience, grade level experience, family

structure, and job site location rnay affect the adoption of either

node.

As well, nid-life factors may exert sone effect. Teachers nay

feel a growing sense of mortality, and, as a resultr rnay need tine

to assess their lives. At, the sane tine, they may feel a need to

regenerate their careers through nentoring a younger colleague.

Yet, for some teachers mid-Iife also is a period of reduced drive



and competitiveness. For others, security, stability, and a need to

enjoy work become priorities. For still others, a growing sense of

obsolescence often arises. And for many whose family structure is

undergoing changes, as is usually the case in mid-life, additional

pressures begin to surface. AII of the aforementioned factors may

influence teachers to adopt the growth or stagnation mode.

Organizational- factors may also direct teachers into career

orientations. The presence or absence of recognition, participation

in decision making, strong administrative support and supervision,

as well as sufficient professional deveLopment opportunities, each

play a role in the determination of whether a teacher continues to

grow or adopts the stagnation mode which eventually leads to career

disengagement.

Conceivably, until these factors are fully explored, the

education system will be plagued by sub-optinization and unable to

facilitate teachers who are in the growth mode or to assist teachers

who are in a stagnation mode. "Quality education," which is

critical for achieving academic excellence for students, and which

becomes the rallying cry and the mandate of public educators in the

nineties, wiJ-I remain a rhetoric rather than a reality.

1.3 Research Problens

A major research question of this study is "How do we explain

the fact that, in mid-Iife, sone teachers are continuing to grow

while others are experiencing stagnation?".

Subsumed in t,his general question are sone sub-problerns,

namely,
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1. To what degree do the personal variables of ager gender,
years experience, grade level, fanily structure, and job
location denote the mode adopted by nid-life teachers?

2, What are the critical mid-life factors that cause teachers
t,o exhibit a growth or a stagnation node?

3. What are the key orgianizational factors that relate to
teachers adopting a growth or a stagnation node?

4, Is there a relationship between career variables of
teachers adopting the growth or stagnation mode and
workplace perfornance?

5. Is there a relationship between the individual variables
(age, gender, years experience, grade level, family
structurer and job location) and workplace performance?

6. Is there a relationship between the critical nid-life
variables and workplace performance?

7. Is there a relationship between the key organizational
variables and workplace perfornance.

1,4 Underlyinq Assunptions

There are a nunber of assumptions that the author of this study

nakes. First, it is assumed that it is possible to dichotonize

individual teachers into a "growth" and "stagnation" mode, despite

the complexity of human behaviours and varying degrees of responses

to challenges on the job.

Secondly, it is assumed that these modes can be derived fron a

set of career indicators rather than fron a more direct approach to

ensure an objective categorization of teacherst career orientations.

Thirdlyr it is further assuned that background and contextual

factors are responsible for career orientations adopted by teachers

and that the resulting orientation mode has a direct bearing on

workplace att,itude and perfornance.
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It is these latter assunptions that the researcher wishes

test.

1.5 SiEnificance of the Problen

From the conceptual perspective, there at^e few theories or

nodels in current research dealing wit,h mid-life career adjustments

of public school teachers. Such a theoretical. gap is serious in t,he

sense that with the aging of the teaching professiono there is a

danger of a growing misnatch between conceptual formulat,ion and the

enpirical world. This study represents a nodest attempt to fiII in

nissing linkage.

Fron the practical point of view, scarcity of research in this

domain results in a lack of guidance for school administrators in

dealing with the crucial aspects of personnel management. Hanpered

by lack of empirical data, school adninistrators at both school and

division levels might resort to the inefficient nethods of "trial

and error" in motivating their staff, in the deployment of the

nanpower, and in the planning and organization of staff development

programs. Such a tendency to sub-optinize the valuable hunan

resources will have serious repercussion in fulfilling the goals and

nandates of public education.

1.6 Linitations of the Studv

There are several inherent Iinitations associated with this

study. First and foremost is the size of the sample. For reasons

of financial restraint, the teaching staff of only three school

divisions were involved. Findings from the analysis cannot be
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generalized but must be treated as preliminary data for larger

scale investigation.

Secondly, as is the case in nost educational researchr data

collection is based on convenience and availability rather than

randomness. In this context, sanpling error wouLd occur and the

interpretation of the results nust be done with caution.

Third1y, as is the case in most research ut,ilizing a

questionnaire for information collection, data for the analysis will-

be derived fron the subjective responses generated fron self-

selected teaching staffs. As such, there is litt,le guarantee that

what has been expressed natches, in any great degree of accuracyt

r+ith what is actually the case,

Fourthly, as this study is primarily cross-sectional rather

than longitudinal, the historically evolving pattern of adjustment

(be it a mid-Iife growth or stagnation), cannot be traced st,age by

stage.

1,7 Structure of the Studv

In Chapter II of this studyr an overview of the lit,erature

related to career, individual, mid-Iife and organizational factors

which may have a bearing on teachers is presented. In Chapter III,

the developnent of the conceptual franework of the study and the

hypotheses of relationships between selected variables and the

observed nid-Iife teachers' nodes of adoption are given. Chapter

III will ¿Iso include the research nethodology, t,he design of the

study, the procedures for dat,a collection, and the proposed

treatnent of data collected. In Chapter IV, the statistical
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analysis of data pertaining to the questions posed and the

interpretation of the findings are outlined. In Chapter V, the

results in light of the model proposed, the implication of these

results to the educationaÌ system, and finally, general as well as

specific recommendations are discussed.

1.8 Sunmary

As more and more teachers enter mid-life, a period narked by

dramatic changes of attitude, mentality, priority, and orientation,

there is an ever increasing urgency to comprehend both the

manifested and the latent factors that pronote or inhibit

individuals to grow on the job. In this study, an attenpt was nade

to define the adjustrnent patterns of mid-life teachers by examining

personaÌ, life stage, organizational, and contextual factors in an

attempt to account for the adoption of either the growth or

stagnation mode. Findings from this study should have a significant

bearing on the further theoretical formulation of the concept of the

mid-Iife crisis among teachers and have pract,ical implications for

the field.
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CHAPTER TWO

Review of the Literature

In this chapter, the available literature that describes the

distinct nodes of growth and stagnation of teachers is reviewed in

&n effort to identify those significant factors which could lead

teachers int,o either the growth mode or the stagnation mode. The

chapter is organized under the following subheadings:

2,t Career Factors
2,2 Individual Factors
2.3 Mid-Life Factors
2.4 Organizational Factors
2,5 Sumnary

2,L Career Factors

Teachers in theír nid and late thirties who have been in

teaching for several years are Iikely to be experiencing an

important nid-career transition (Newnan, 1980). Professionally,

these teachers generally have had a busy first decade. They have

probably made a number of changes in schools, grades, or subjects in

an attempt to find the most desirable situation. Many wonen have

taken breaks to start a family. Some men and women have begun

graduate school (Newman, 1980). Since their fifth year of teaching,

they have felt professionally nature, self-confident, and conpetent

in instructing and relating to students (Burden, I974). Now,

nearing nid-career, they nay begin to question & long-tern

conmitnent to teaching.

z,Ll Absence of a Career Ladder

In the absence of a career ladder, there is lit,tle
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opportunity for pronotion in teaching. As Lortie (1975) states

"teaching is a front loaded occupation. " Most of the

privileges and work conditions that wiII be achieved are

attained at the outset, or at best, in t,he first ten years, and

it is not likely that conditions will change significantly.

Lortie (1975) noted t,hat pay increnents are snall when one is

entering mid-career. Experience does not lead to major changes

in job conditions. It is one thing to realize this fact and

quite another to be able to cope with it effectively over a

career of three or four decades.

2,LZ Linited Mobilitv

Teaching is observed as a "flat" occupation with linited

nobility and little neans of advancement, and if obtained,

generally requires leaving the classroom. A nove into

adninistration is not really a promotion as it does not enhance

a teacherts ability to practice the art of teaching directly.

It has been noted that teachers tend to remain in their

teaching positions after ten years (Newman, 1978). Due in part

to economic restraints, the observed phenonenon may also be an

outcome of security and comfortabilit,y that teaching brings.

The lack of mobility or change has broken sone teacherts

determination to self-improve, sapped their patience, distorted

their regard for children, and even rendered then enotionally

unfit to continue teaching.
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2,L3 Job Security

Security, through job tenurer nay also diminish growth

possibilities. As a result, staff turnover is lowr liniting

the influx of young teachers into the workplace. Due to family

connitments and other personal factors, teachers

simultaneously feel a. personal urge for more stability.

Teaching is Ð very stabl-e profession with little pressure on

individuals to ÉlroÌ{.

As most teachers enter nid-lifer they cannot help but see

that they have now taught an entire generation of school

children. They are no longer the big brother or big sister or

young parent to their students. As wellr the generation shift

is also apparent in their relationship with colleagues. Ne¡r

teachers are now a full generation renoved fron them in mid-

c&reer. As well, those teachers who acted as nentors in the

initial years are retired or nearing retirement. Teachers soon

realize t,hat, classroom life has changed. Not only has

technology nade ner^' teaching tools available, and the o1d

educational jargon replaced, but behavioursr at,titudes and

expectations of students have changed. With this shift in time

frame, teachers nay now think in terms of the nunber of years

left until retirement. It is at this point that stagnation

becomes a real threat.

It has been suggested that teachers hit the maintenance

stage as early as thirty-five years of age (Newnan, 1980).

This naintenance period is often the beginning of a plateau in
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perfornence which could ultinately lead to the stagnation of

onets deveJ-opnent. As a result, teachers will often see a

decline in their quality of work. Yet,, nany teachers will take

the initiative to facilitate their own growt,h and developnent

through continued professional development activities. They

will seek opportunities and funding for individual and staff

developnent. Rather than focusing on the limitations of

advancenent, in education, they wiIl strive for continued

development of skills. They wiII expect the adninistration and

the organization to recognize their achievenents, as well as

provide opportunities for participation in decision naking. In

addition, they will look to the administration to provide for

the appropriate support and supervision to nake these things

happen.

2,L4 Job Routine

Through time, it, becomes difficult for & teacher to

remain in a posit,ion for more than a few years without,

developing a pervasive feelíng that it has becone routine.

The annual cycle of the school year often lulls teachers into a

cycJ-e of repetitive rituals. Work hours tend to be stable over

time and taken for granted. Teachers have little or no ability

to choose time off. The annual cycle of t,he school year

certainly can lead to stagnation in onets career. Teachers

will ofte¡r become t'place-bound. " They often work on schedules

over which they have l-ittle or no control and are often asked

to take on duties outside the classroom.
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2.15 Work in Isolation

Despite the fact, that teachers often work in isolation

from others in the workplace, "they rarely have the opportunity

to find a place and tine to be alone" (Oodd, 1986). Finally,

the question renains as to whether the meeting of extrinsic

needs (good benefits, long vacations, contribution to society)

is enough, and if so, does this not lead to conplacency?

2,2 Individual Factors

Individual factors can also have an effect on transition into a

growth or stagnation node. AÉe, gender, years experience, grade

level of instruction, family structure, and job site location nay

affect career orientations.

2,21 Aqe

Although age defines the parameters of middle ager it

seens noteworthy to wonder whether turning points leading to

growth or stagnation are prevalent in an individual's early

c&reer years as well as in the later years. Hatl (1973)

suggests that age is very nuch a factor in characterizing how

an individual feels about his career and the performance of

such. Mid-life in particular (35 - 50 years of age) provides

for transitions not found in earlier age groupings as well as

in later life stages (Levinson, 1978). The different stage

models are sunmarized in Appendix B.

2,22 Gender

Gender of an individual may play a. role in career
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development. Earlier research (Super, 1957) suggested the

following career patterns for wonen: 1. stable honemaking

career pattern; 2. conventional career pattern; 3. stable

working pattern; 4, baby t,rack. Recent research (HaII, 1973)

characterized wonen's c&reer patterns as follows: 1.

interrupted career pattern; 2, unstable career pattern; 3.

nultiple track. Although it has been suggested that many

careers are typical in pattern, it is reasonable to ask whether

stagnation affects nen more so than women as there still exists

patt,ern differences today in those wonen who bear children and

those who do not (Super, 1957; HalI, 1976, Sheehy, 1976).

2.23 Years of Exoerience

Although the forementioned models represent stages

related to aÊe¡ it is important to note that nany careers tend

to be typical in pattern, that there are varying entry and exit

points¡ &s well as moves an individual can nake within an

organization, and boundaries which nay hinder movenent within

an organization. These moves can be blocked at any tine by

boundaries which vary in terns of number and type that, exist in

an organization (HaIl, 1976). As a result, different career

patterns related to years of experience do emerge, creating

difficulties in generalizing career stages.

2.24 Fanilv Structure

A separate but related issue is the fact that

structure generally changes through one's nid-Iife.

fani 1y

family

the

The
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ståÊles wiII coincide with stages of one's career and either

support or conflict with the career stage. Hall (1976)

suggests the following stages in the development of a fanily:

1. Becoming a Spouse: begins at marriage
and ends with the birth of the first
chitd;

2, Expanding Circle: begins with the
birth of the first child and ends with
the birth of the second child;

3. Peak Stage: the period in which the
faurily has two or more preschool
children;

4. Full-House Plat,eau: starts when the
youngest child enters school and ends
when the first child leaves hone;

5. Shrinking Circle: starts when the
fírst child leaves home and ends when
the last, child leaves home;

6. Minimal Plateau¡ when all children
have left home. (HaIt, 1976 p.57).

It is assuned that pressure from the home increases as the

family grows. Traditionallyr child care and domestic

responsÍbilities have fallen more heavily on wonen. This has

changed to sone extent in recent tin¡es; yet, wonen still carry

the brunt of the load (Ha11, 1976). As the woman nay be moving

into the "establishment" stage, she nray be facing a growing

pressure on her time as her children become more active. These

duties and pressures are slowly being shared by men which wiIl

have a bearing on male career developnent. As a result, and

due in fact to energence of two-career familiesr conflict of

priorities occur. In the event that spouses divorce and

separate, their workplace performance will be greatly
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affected. Joint husband-wife problem solving and role sharing

become prime ingredients in dealing with career pressures.

2,25 Teaching Assignnent

Although research indicates that teachers pass through

various stages in a career (Burden, 1982; Fuller, 1969; Newman,

1978), there is little research available to indicate whether

grade level experiences influence nid-Iife career adjustnents.

However, there were variations in the anount of stress found at

the various grade levels.

2.26 Job Location

Research specific to regional contrast (rural vs. urban)

is limited. Lam (1989) found that a difference does exist in

response to external influences. The complexity of the

problems and of the resulting changes varied little from rural

to urban centres. The adjusturents to environnental influences

was far nore conplex and resulted in less change in rural

teachers than urbarr teachers.

It becor¡es evident that contextual variables such as the

settings of the school could have an inportant effect on the

career, mid-life, and organizational variables. It appears

that t,he differences in environmental pressures force

individuals to react differently to the inpact of the

variables.

Mid-Life Factors

Researchers who study career development "maintain that there

2.3
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are neny variables, starting in early childhood, which tdetermine

movernent from position to position as the career unfolds, and that

these determinants interact as attainment of one position at one

point in the c&reer influences movenent toward and attainnent of the

next position"' (Paulr 1980). Developmental psychologists utilize

the basic idea of life stages in career development. A person's

life cycle is a "series of stages characterized by changing patterns

of developnental tasksr career concerns, activities, values, and

needs which emerge as he or she ages and passes through various age

ranges" (Halt, 1973).

Since the early 1970ts, the field of developmental psychology

has generated a nunber of new insights into how adult behaviour and

self-concepts change throughout a life time (Gould 
' t972; Gould,

1978; Levinson, 1978; Vaillant, L977 ) (Appendix C). The thrust of

such work has been to counter popular and untested beliefs that

adulthood is a static, stable, and relatively uneventful period

after the turmoil of adolescence and before the decline of old age.

Earlier theories specific to psychological developnent through

the life span have been relatively brief and nonspecific about the

adult years (Erikson, 1950; Havighurst, 1972; Jung, 1960). Jung

challenged the assunption nade by Freud that psychological make-up

is firmly moulded in early childhood and becones imurutably fixed by

adolescence. Jung's findings cotrcluded that adult psyche is not

static but rat,her continually unfolding. Erikson devised a life

cycle of eight stages. These stages of developnent, Erikson

concludes, are preceded by certain turning points, "moments of
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decision between progress and regression, integration, and

retardation" (Erikson, 1950). If a given state is not successfully

conplet,ed, the developnent of the individual may be inpaired.

Robert Havighurst, suggested that, the hunan life cycle was

characterized by certain issues or "developnental tasks" to be

accomplished in various stages (Havighurst, L972),

Recent discoveries in developmental psychology have greatly

increased the understanding of the adult, Iife cycle. George

Vaillant (L977 ) supported Erikson's theories that phases of

development are sequential. Gould (1978) conceived adult

developnent as t'phases of successful maturation involving the

rejection of assumptions about the world developed in childhood - a

constant struggle to escape the bonds of what he terms 'childhood

consciousnesst." Levinson and his colleagues likewise found a

definite pattern in the evolution of adult life, a "series of stable

periods in which one's 'life structure' was being noulded,

punctuated by transitional periods in ¡+hich their structures were

nodified to enable the individual to pass to the next one."

Although all of the aforementioned researchers disagree over

the extent to which internal psychic events or the external social

environment accounts for psychological development,, their views are

consistent in that there are specific issues associated with various

phases of psychological growth. As well, there is agreenent that

the growth is not necessarily automatic, nor are all stages

accomplished by all individuals.

Experts in mid-life phenonena have provided a broad perspective
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on mid-Iife transition and mid-career crisis. Mid-life is often

defined as enconpassing the age interval of the early thirties to

the late fifties. Sheehy (1976) defined niddle age as the period 35

to 45. Levinson et al (1978) saw middle age falling in the time

period between 40 and 60 years of age and saw the critical years as

45 to 50 for nen. Neugarten (1968) defined the ages 35 to 55 as

nid-life. Despite the varying parameters, mid-adulthood is often

characterized by a mid-life transition.

Jung sees middle age as a bridge to the second half of life.

He sees the focus change in this period from the external world to

the internal one. The major task of the second half of life, he

argues, is to develop the neglected or repressed elements of the

personality. He noted that this period was often one of crisis or

ttturbulence. t' However, VaiIlant (1977 ) and Levinson (1978) fett

that this point was overstated. Levinson ( 1978) feels the

individual has to come to terms with the four basic polarities of

the personality: "youth vs. age; destructive vs. creation;

mascul.inity vs. femininity; and attachment vs. separateness. " Gould

(1978) suggests that this is an especially critical time for women

who narried early and whose husbands have been the more powerful or

doninant partner. He suggests that marital discord frequent.l.v

energes fron the early illusion of safety. Erikson ( 1950 )

characterizes this stage as one in which there is a search for

generativity - for creativity, productivity, and guiding the next

generation. This is ru-orked out both in the family and in the

organization. Failure to attain generativity rnay produce personal
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stagnation, self-indulgence, and a regression into "pseudo-intimacy"

(Erikson, 1950).

Much of the literature specific to nid-Iife labels this period

as one of transition (Vaillant, !977; Gould, 1978; Levinson, 1978).

Sone people move through this period easily while others experience

nany difficulties. Many researchers feel (Jacques' 1965; Gould'

1978; Levínsonr 1978; Newnan and Newman, 1975; Vaillant, 1977) that

nid-Iife is a difficult stage to negotiate. Yet, mid-life can be a

stage of high potential and development (Buhler' 1968). It can be

the most fulfilling period in one's life as nost individuals have

made their nark in life and now can reap the rewards.

As well, social and technological changes create additional

problens. These factors will influence individuals in different

r¡rays. To some, these changes are viewed as challengesr to otherst

changes are seen as crises, upsetting their routines (Levinson,

1978; Havighurst, L972). Jacques (1965) insisted that everyone has

a mid-tife crisis. To this date, there is little research to verify

this.

Surveying the literature indicates nid-life is a difficult

period to investigate because of t'he interrelationship of

psychological, physical, fanily and career factors. They arer in

reality, interdependent and inseparable. Yet, certain variables

surface continuously in the research of middle age.

2.31 Growing Sense of Mortalitv

With middle age cones a growing aw&reness of tine' a

grorr'ing awareness that onets existence is finite (Gould' 1978;
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Levinson, 1978). This is a period when one becones nore aware

of physical aging and often develops the feeling that life is

half over. Life is often restructured in terms of tine left to

live. Mid-Iife often defines the likely limits of success and

achievenent. It is at this stage that one nay realize that

they will never accomplish as much as they would like to or set

out to. Many individuals quest,ion the extent to which they are

responsible for their own success or lack of it. Any disparity

between career expectations and career achievenent adds to the

heightened awareness of age. The increasing a,wareness of the

inninence of death brings forth the challenge of finding

neaning for Iife.

2,32 A Time of Self-Assessnent

Much of the lit,erature suggests that this can be a period

of introspection and self-analysis (HatI, 1976; Levinson, 1978;

Goul-dr 1972), HaIl (1976) suggests that, mid-life is a tine of

reassessnent of personal values and needs. Levinson (1978)

finds "the crucial issue of nid-life...to be changing relation

to the self." Gould (1972) calls this period a "time squeeze"

in which one suddenly views life with an eye to the past,

present, and future. Self-reflection nay provide for an

opportunity to reassess life goals and priorities. As well,

much of the adult development research has characterized nid-

life as a period of transitions and of conflict. Often, nid-

Iife crisis is referred to as the struggles which take place

within one's self, Jacques (1965) st,ates that this nid-life
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crisis is precipitated by the fear of death. Values are

questioned with the focus centering on internal rather than

external values. There is a shift from idealisn to realisn.

This is part of the process sone call "self-actualization."

2,33 Transfornation in Fanilv Structure

For most people in middle ager family concerns involve

parents as well as children. It is during this point' in onets

Iife that the family structure changes dramatically.

Responsibility for one's parents often begins in earnest while

further responsibility for adolescent or college-age children

continues. Havighurst (1972) suggests that assisting teenage

children to becone responsible and happy adults and adjusting

to aging parents as the key developnental tasks of middle age.

In response, there nay appear the first signs of dranatic

strain on a marriage and often forcing re-definenent of the

marriage comnitnent. These factors may put a strain on the

family structure initiating self-reassessnent as well as

providing for diversion fron work oriented goals. Wonen, in

particular, who have defined their lives according to the

family cycler Day find thenselves in a crisis node as a result

of children leaving home (Kimmel, Ig74),

2, 34 Generativitv/MentorinE

Generativity begins to energe as a concern during nid-

life. "Generativity is primarily the interest in establishing

and guiding the next generation" (Erikson' 1963). It nay be
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an outcome of questioning the ultimate relevance of self or the

value of work. It involves attaining a broad perspective and

naking a broad contribution to society, to connunity affairst

and to the next generation. Mid-career often reflects a

greater concern for personal relationships which nay manifest

itself in the forn of helping others grow (Dalton et 41, L977;

Erikson, 1963; Levinson et eI, 1978). This is a period in

which teaching the younger generation becomes a fulfilling

factor. Mentoring then becomes a major facet in onets career

at this point.

2,35 Reduced Drive and Conpetitiveness

As indicated, mid-life is one of introspection (Hall,

7976; Levinson' 1978; Gould, L9721, especially for nen who, as

a result of such introspection, re-evaluate their careers.

Lowenthal and others ( 1975 ) think most of the men in their

study "had reached a plateau in their occupational career, a

situation which provoked some of then to question the extent to

which they are responsible for their own success or lack of

it." Lowenthal also found that, working wonen, on the whole'

were not as committed to work and considered it a secondary

concern to their roles in the fanily.

Because individuals often see thenselves as reaching a

plateau in their c¿Ireers, they now have tine for affiliative

activities. In fact, Jung (1960) found that nen tend to take

on characteristic feminine roles while the opposite is true for

wonen. Men, at this age, it seens increasingly stress self-
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control and adaptability and exhibit less concern for

competitive issues. For manyr pronotion and professional

growth nay become secondary.

2.36 Security and Stabilitv

A person in nid-life nay feel less nobile in the job

force and, at the sane tine, less attractive. Thereforer an

individual becomes nore concerned with security. Change

becomes a real threat and every sign of change is scrutinized

as to the extent it may challenge one's security. The

resistance to change and the confort of security in career

eventually discourages job change.

2,37 Need to En.iov Work

There eventuall-y cones a point in an individual's career

when work may becone routine. In this fashion, not a great

deal of energy is devoted to naking great changes in one's

career. Change can be a catalyst to enjoynent. If enjoynent

in the workplace lapses, the job soon loses its appeal and

notivation for growth. Individuals in mid-life feel an urgency

to enjoy work and becone disillusioned if they becone

dissat isf ied.

2,38 Growing Sense of Obsolescence

Finally, advancing technology coupled with declining

skills often lead teachers to develop a sense of obsolescêDCe¡

At times, the individual nid-life teacher develops an attitude

that it's too late to change directionsr and one is living to
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work rather than working to live. Young subordinates

aggressively seek advancement and this nay be seen as a threat.

Career development, so badly needed at this point, has already

becone obsolete in nost cases.

2.4 Oraanizational Factors

OrganizationaL factors nay also have a bearing on teacher

career orientations. The presence or absence of recog¡rit,ion,

participation in decision naking, strong adninistrative support and

supervision, as well as sufficient professional development

opportunities may all play a role in teacher growth or stagnation.

2,4L Recoqnition

Lortie (1975) st,ates that "teacher rewards are intrinsic

and related to teaching itself." The psychic rewards (internal

satisfaction) provide the nost powerful- incentives for teachers

to achieve their best (Lortie, 1975; Heath, 1981). l{orking

with students, seeing students learn and succeed, and feeling

that their services are valuable satisfy the "self-

actrali.zation" need of teachers (Newman, 1980). Yet many

teachers never know what, becones of their students. Teachers

can rarely denonst,rate an "intangible product" of t,heir hard

labor as Dreeban (1970) calls it. Instead, teachers often nust

depend upon the satisfaction gained from teaching young people.

Yet recognition for a job well done is inportant to alÌ of us

and teachers are no exception (Sergiovanni, 1967). Teaching

often lacks the status and prestige of other careersr Pay
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increments are unrelated to nerit (Dreebanr 1970; Lortie;

1975). As mentioned earlierr promotion and advancenent are

Iimited therefore reducing recognition. Extrinsic rewards tend

to be shared by all regardless of effectiveness or comnitnent.

In times of harsh demand fron the public for achieving

"academic excellence" coupled with a severe financial

restraint, the integrity and credibility of the teaching

profession has been att,acked and nany teachers have been

demoralized by their inability either to gain respect or denand

it. A Canadian researcher (Holdaway, 1978) gathered data

related to teaching job attitudes from 2l Alberta school-

systems and found the attitudes of society and parents towards

education and teachers as the number one source of

dissatisfaction. As well, Sergiovanni (1967) expressed a

specific concern about the lack of appreciation exhibited by

parents and students.

Curriculun and changing societal denands have put

addit,ional pressure on teachers. Teachers are forced to re-

examine their own values and practices yet renain powerless to

translate their own values into effective practice (Adams,

1975). Often teachers renain out of step with societal denands

of the conmunity in which they practise. The public expects

teachers to stand for something, to exemplify what is good and

right; they expect teachers to have noral values and to

promote theul in others. In tine, given this continued tension,

teachers experience strain and fatigue (Adans' 1975). In this
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context t

teachers

intrinsic needs of teachers are not being mett

need to re-examine the career they have chosen.

2.42 Participation in Decision Makine

In one recent study, Conley (1987) concluded that,

"teachers expect to be recognized as possessing a degree of

expertise which gives then the right to a high level of

autonomy, the ability to serve as their own judges, and to be

highty involved in decision making. " Teachers have a need to

exercise their leadership skills in the areas of instructional

planning, curriculun organization, and professional content.

As weII, they have a need to fulfil their need for affiliation,

a sense of belonging and approval, which can only be met under

a. participatory school management style. This partícipation

will result in the use of valued skills, freedom, independence,

challenge, expression of creativity, and opportunity for

learning. Without itr teachers will devaluate their self-r+orth

and thus their contribution to the organization (Brodinskyn

1984). Comnitment will falter and teachers will focus their

efforts elsewhere.

2,43 Supervision and Support

In order to function effect,ively in a classroon' teachers

nust receive support, from their colleagues and adninistration.

It is through the established relationship with colleagues that

teachers continue to feel stinulated in the workplace.

However, in reality, teachers have characteristically worked

if the

have a
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alone, and have enjoyed little time and space in interacting

with other aduLts with whon they have cone into contact.

Supervision has been infreguent and linited. In isolation'

"the ego" of many a conpetent teacher has been put to a severe

test (DoII, 1983).

St,rong relationships with peers and supervisors are of

utmost importance to teachers (Sergiovanni, 1967 ) . Fellow

teachers often provide a support structure which is necessary

if one is to remain buoyant in the profession. Staff size also

plays a role in determininÉi the degree of peer support. As

well, "teachers felt best about thenselves and their jobs when

they were helping others" (Lortie' 1975). In addition,

teachers nust be secure in the fact that they have

administrative support, whether or not nistakes are nade or

philosophical differences exist. A strong supervisory process

as well as a "caring" approach in supervision will only foster

respect and affíliation. A lack of adninistration support in

discipline, resources, and instruction will only lead to

disengagenent, and essentially stagnation.

2,44 Professional Develonment

A sense of change and renewal is vital to career growth.

Because education linits change, deliberat,e intervention in

providing growth becomes all the more inportant. Teaching et a

particular grade for a nunber of years can provide a certain

amount of satisfaction, but it is not likely to lead to many

opportunities to learn, try out new skills, and to grow
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professionally. It has been noted t,hat teachers often share "a

reluctance to nove into new ideas and processes" (Fris' 1987).

This could be a result of the "cycles" or "band wagfontr approach

educators often view as "progression." As wellr there is an

adjustnent to the eging process; teaching styles become

outdated, therefore the need to change strategies and styles

becomes nore critical. Professional developnent becomes a

priority for teachers.

The provision of financial resources and the

acknowledgenent of what is available is a nust. Yet the focus

of professional developnent should not be limited to individual

teacher developnent. School and staff developnent becomes part

and parcel- of the package. Goals and obiectives incorporated

into short and long term plans must be reflected in a school's

and staffts needs. Inservicing nust meet teacherst classroon

needs and influence performance. Finallyr a strong supervisory

process nust be in place to ensure growth. Unfortunately' Doll

(1983) notes "there is little probability that teachers will

receive continuous, neaningful supervising feedback during

their career." If this is in fact true, it presents a lack of

opportunity for growth which will only increase the occurrence

of teacher stagnation.

Thus, from the life-stage changes depicted in literature,

one can see opposing patterns of adjustment energing anong nid-

Iife teachers. To some, it is a period of continued growth and

challenge. To others, it ¡rill degenerate into a period of
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stagnation, punctuated with personal crisis, loss of interest

in the workplacer and frustration. Identifying the basic

factors leading to these ext,rene patterns of adaptation is the

focus of the present investigation. Literature on career,

organization, personal and contextual factors that follow

provides glimpses and clues to this still vastly unexplored

domain.

2,5 Sunnarv

In sunmary, the research indicates that a wide variety of

factors exist in Iife, career, and organization and that these

factors affect individuals at mid-life stage. These factors nay

create an environment of growth or crisis for the individual

teachers. Yet, there are certain deficiencies existing in the

research Iiterature on variables specific to nid-Iife teachers and

their careers. With ninor exceptions, much of the adult developnent

research has been based on non-representat,ive sanples. Although the

research on mid-life is extensive and continues to illust,rate

consistent mid-Iife variables, there is Iittle research which

indicates the relationship these variables have with career and

organizational variables. The causes of stagnation are complex and

varied, and it can be argued that the developnent of career growth

or stagnation during mid-Iife nay have as much to do with one's

response to the environment as with response to age. However, it

is certain that one's environment in mid-life wiII differ great,ly

fron earlier or later years. So, it becones vitally inportant to

anaLyze factors specific to an individualts personal or contextual
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variebles. The next chapter will

significant in mid-life' teaching

as their impact on teachers.

further explore variables found

career, and organization as well
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CHAPTER THREE

Conceptual Framework and Research DesiÉn

This chapter consists of two main sections. The first deals

with the general conceptual frame¡.¡ork based on t,he study which will

be undertaken. In such a context, t,erms wiII be clarified and

defined, relationships and possible effects of variables selected on

mid-life career adjustnents will be hypothesised.

The second section will focus on nethodology. Included in this

is the research design, the selection of the instrunent' sampling

strategies, data coll-ection procedures and the proposed nethods of

analyzing the data collected.

3.1 Conceptual Franework

Public school- teachers in mid-life may have their careers

affected by individual, mid-Iife, and organizational variables which

in turn shapes their career adiustments. Thereforer it becomes

vital to identify the characteristics of these modes and the effect

the variables may have on such orientation.

3.11 Definition of Two Adoption Modes

Prior to the full exploration of a proposed conceptual

framework, some general definitionsr rationale, and operational

measures of the two adoption nodes must be discussed.

For the present purpose, a teacher in the growth mode is

defined &s one who has retained a strong vitality to grow

professionally. Teachers in this mode have continued to

demonstrate enthusiasm for their job and accept the challenge
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to continue to develop skills. Professionally and

academically, they continue to upgrade thenselves, either

enrolling in formal studies or actively participating in

professionaL inservice activities. On the jobr they continue

to search for new ways to notivate their students, to prepare

up-to-date information on the course naterials, and inprove

their evaluation methods. They denonstrate enthusiastic

support for school functions and volunteer to undertake duties

beyond what is required. As well, they becone involved in

school decision naking and, ås a result, promote school goals

and directions.

Alternatively, a teacher in a stagnation node may be

characterized as an individual who has becone dysfunctional and

incapable of sound decision naking (J. Ackerman' 1980).

Teachers in this mode tend to take an apathetic approach to the

workplace, illustrated by a pessinistic and inconsistent

attitude within the school. They rarely establish progran

goals and do little in the t¡ay of updating or reviewing

innovative approaches to teaching. Student interests are

secondary and often the individual needs of students becones

blurred. They do little in the area of professional

development and rarely seek new ideas or challenges. They

rarely refer to professional readings or take formal

university courses. Changes in workload or assignnents are

seen as threat,ening. Their involvement in school activities is

mininal, both educationally and extra-curricularly.
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The advent of either node is not easily predicted as

individuals are not affected to the same degree by the sarne

variables. Although individuals tend to naintain their status

in a particular mode, an assunption can be urade that certain

variables can and wiII motivate individuals to move from one

mode to another and possibly back again within a given time

period. Those that nove into the growth mode seem to

anticipate events and therefore are prepared to adapt or cope

with changing events. Others respond by moving int,o a

stagnation mode in which they become traumatized and eventually

disengaged (Vaillant & McArthur, 1979).

Based on teaching career variables, teachers can be

classified either in a Arowth mode or a staÉnation node. In

classifying teacherst career modes, their career variables are

utilized. Included in t,his list are the presence or absence of

a career ladder, the degree of career mobility, the extent of

job security (tenure), the perceived routines of teaching' and

the degree of isolation in the workplace.

Apparently, the opportunity or lack of opportunity for

advancement, the degree of career rnobility individual teachers

experience, the amount of job security they possessr the

extent of routinism they felt in teaching, and the degree of

isolation they experienced on the job influenced mid-Iife

teacherst perspective on teaching as & career and their

predominant node of adoption to changes in career stages.

operationally, sanpled teachers who scored "somewh&tr"
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ttnuchtt or ttvery muchtt (i.e. , 3, 4, or 5 scale scores) on al I

the career variables (each assessed by a five point Likert-

type) or who secured a conposite scale score of fifteen or

greater were classified as having growth orientation.

Those who preferred "little" or "very litt,Ie" (i.e., Z or

1 scale scores) were designated as having "stagnant"

orientation on the scales neasuring the five career variables.

Given t,hat there were numerous patterns of career

orientation in the continuum between these two extremes, onry

these two modes were utilized to maximize the contrasts in

attitudes and performance of teachers in their respect,ive

school-s.

3.2 Description of the Model

The nodel governing this research presupposes that, in general,

individual, mid-life, and organizational variables influence teacher

nid-life career adjustment in the form of the growth or stagnation

mode (Figure 1). At the sane timer âs individuars tend to react

differently to their career, life stage, and organizational

environnent, the backgrounds of individuals and location of jobs

should be considered as well.

As individuals nove into mid-life, many over-riding variables

may begin affecting teacherst life directions. The energing

realization that life is not eternal and that one is on the downhill

side of rife begins to have a bearing on one's interaction with

others and their performance in the workprace. This nay create a

sense of urgency or motivate individuals t,o seek nore gratification
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in the workplace. Yet, as alluded to in earlier sect'ions, the lack

of a promotion scheme in the system stymies nost teachers. This is

an area where the school organization can play a major role.

Recognition for tasks well done, the opportunity to participate in

decision making, and a strong support systen are vital to teacher

career developrnent. Mid-life can also be a very traunatic period.

Rather than feeling challenged to continue to build on life

acconplishments and workplace perfornance, some teachers view mid-

Iife as a period of reduced drive and cornpetition. Many individuals

spend more tine assessing where they are rather than initiating new

directions. For some, enphasis shifts fron the workplace to fanily

and outside c&reer interests. Feeling secure in the workplace

rather than initiating risk-taking ventures such as changing

assignments or programs becomes the norm. Individuals may sense

that a younger, more aggressive teacher is receiving more

recognition from administration and students. This over-sight' may

have a demeaning effect on olderr more nature teachers who have

settled into a stable teaching pattern. The teaching career does

little to sten this trend.

The security provided by the teaching profession as weII as the

annual routine nay leave teachers with little motivation to grow.

The organization, therefore, is left with the challenge t,o notivate

these individuals. The adninistration, in particular, must provide

for a supervisory process which identifies teacher career concerns

and aspirations. Motivation becomes a prinary focus and is the most

affronting task for the adninistrator. Ensuring professional
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developnent activities is not enough; securing involvenent in these

activities is often nore challenging. As the individual tends to

forn interest in areas other than the workplace, adninistration must

provide for recognition and support beyond what is normally expected

for nature teachers. This need becones the nost obvious challenge

to education today.

3.2L Individual Variables

The individual or contextual variables certainly play an

inportant role in steering an individual into a growth or

stagnation node. The nid-life years, as nentioned, offer a

nunber of unique factors peculiar to this period. Wonen, as

opposed to men, often face far different external pressures

and, as a resultr ray react differently than nen to this class

of variables. As wellr years of experience nay play a

significant role in how an individual responds to career

orientations. Although there is litt,le research avail¿ble

which depicts the differences in growth proportions for

teachers at different grade levels, elementary teachers (K-6)

will be hypothesized as nore receptive to the growth node t,han

senior high teachers (10-12), In addit,ion' junior high

teachers (7-9) will be hypothesized to be nore susceptible to

the stagnation mode than both elenentary and senior high

teachers. It is felt that the stress caused by a volatile

environnent created by early adolescent behaviours nay be the

re&son why teachers adopt the stagnation node. Finallyr there

is little in the literature signifying a difference in
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development specific to rural area and urban centre teachers.

Also proposed is that rural area teachers will feel nore

pressure in the workplace and, as a result, be notivated to

gron moreso than urban area teachers who tend to get lost in

the systen. Rural teachers tend to cone under closer scrutiny

fron the school community due to the snaller size of the rural

communities therefore creating further pressure on the teacher

in the workplace.

3,22 Mid-Life Variabtes

1. GrowinÊ Sense of Mort¿lity - At this point, mid-life, an

individual realizes that his life will have an end, or at

leastr the end can be seen. It is this realization that

often causes the individual to be less worried about

career growth and developnent than in eny other life

stage. Others, however, will take this realization as a

challenge and respond by striving to achieve and develop

in the workplace. Yet, for a nunber of individuals, the

need for change is viewed as secondary when considering

t,hat, Iife might be half over (Gould, 1978).

2, A Need for Self-Assessment - At this stage of life, the

individual begins to engage in assessing the gap between

their aspirations vs. their achievenents. Those

individuals who feel a narrowing gap of aspiration and

their achievement in career nay strive harder while

others, upon self-reflectionr rlay realize the

unbridgeable gap between their achievements vs. their
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4

initial aspirations resulting in a gradual disengagement

from their job. As wel1, individuals quite often

question the extent to which they are responsible for

their orçn success or lack of it. As a resultr they nay

"turn off" to the workr¡Iace. It is in mid-Iife, and as a

result of the growing sense of mortality' that sone

individuals nay need time to reassess where they are at

in this tife (Hall, 1976; Levinson, 1978; Gould, 7972\,

The workplace holds little or no direct interest. Other

individuals, howeverr tn€ry respond to self-assessnent by

initiating personal development.

Transformation in FamiIy Structure - Changes in the

fanily structure may also change the focus of attention

from workplace to hone (Gould, 1978). As children grow

upr additional financial responsibilities as well as

increased pressures on the narriage force individuaLs to

connit nore tine and interest to the fanily and hone. In

sorne cases, when children have left hone initiat,ing the

"empty nest" syndrone nany are forced again in nid-Iife

to adjust. In additionr care and support for parents nay

increase at this point in life. These changes in fanily

responsibilities have an effect on marriage which will

affect day-to-day activities and certainly affect,

workplace perfornance by diverting attention.

Generativit,y/Mentoring - An individual in nid-Iife nay

feel the need to nake a contribution to a society' or

4.
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5.

community, in an individual way (Eriksonr 1950).

Unfortunately, this felt need nay not have any effect on

workplace perfornance. There nay, however, be a positive

spin-off in that nentoring a younger co-worker may take

place, stimulating continued growth. Yet, quite often

the real inpact occurs away from the school and in the

community.

Belationships in the workplace do change for those in

mid-career. There is a greater concern for personal

relationships which nay nanifest itself in the forn of

helping others to grow (Dalton et al, L977; Erikson,

1963; Levinson et al, 1978 ; Schein, 1978 ) . This

mentoring nay enhance further individual growth and

provide the necessary motivation for such. The workplace

nust offer opportunities to allow this to happen. But

teaching, nore often than not, does not provide for these

opportunities because of the nature of the profession and

the isolation it entails. Teaching, especially, offers

the opportunity to get lost in one's own classroom and

shut out threat,ening challenges.

Reduced Drive and Competitiveness - Mid-life is often

marked by reduced drive, and reduced enphasis on

competition (Gould, 1978). Where once the career was ¿r

focal point of one's life and climbing up the career

Iadder was of primary interest, now there exists little

notivation to become involved in workplace politics or in
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6.

situations in which a "stand" may need to be taken. In

order to facilitate growth, individuals ¡nust feel

confortable with change and do not need confrontations

which may be seen as threatening.

Security and Stability become a Priority - Security

becomes a prime factor in nid-life. As a result of

feeling less mobile and less att,ractive due to the aging

process, security becones a prinary concern. Change

becones a threat and risk-taking a challenge. With the

lack of change, the job often becones routine. Teaching,

especially, with its more-of-the-sane environment

provides for a lack of stinulation. Growth can only be

facilitated through eliminating the barriers which hinder

change and do not allow individuals to feel confortable

with change.

StronÉ need to Enjoy Work - During this point in life,

there is a greater desire to enjoy ¡rork. Individuals

will respond to a positive, healthy environment by

continuing to meet new challenges. If the workplace does

not reciprocate, t,he individual may withdraw to sone

extent. The developnent of interests in other ¿lreas, or

even a second career, will occur.

GrowinÉ Sense of Obsolescence - A possible problem in

nid-life is a growing sense of obsolescence. Advancing

technology as well as declining physical skills may lead

to this feeling. The individual may feel threatened by

t.

8.
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such and may withdrew fron the workplace environment to a

"safer" one. Therefore, if individuals are to continue

to grow, organizations and individuals must strive to

continually provide for and develop professional

development opportunities. Only then wiII the individual

feel a continued sense of acconplishnent.

3.23 Organizational Variables

1. Recognition - Recognition is another variable which may

affect workplace perfornance. Recognition is a key

intrinsic reward for all individuals in the workplace; it

can only supplenent growth. Teachers are no exception to

the rule. Teachers nust be recognized for successes in

the school and classroom. Yet the respect that society,

parents and older st,udents have for teachers is often not

forthconing (Adams, 1975; Sergiovanni, 1967). Therefore,

teachers nust work hard to improve their image in societ,y

and to provide thenselves with the opportunities to

receive the positive recognition they need. As a result,

teachers &re conpell-ed to grow and neet ne¡,r challenges.

2, Participatory Decision Making - Teachers have a need to

exercise their leadership skills in the area of

instructional planning, curriculum organization, and

school policy (Cook, 1979). Thus, utilizing teacher

expertise and integrating such into planning should be a

priority within a school organization. Only then will

the growth possibiLities for teachers becone unlimited.
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Supervision and Supnort - Teacher supervision is a key

component in teacher growth, and without it, stagnation

becones a real threat. Supervision and support refers to

infornal and formal feedback as well as career

assessment discussion, all of which are necessary to

further develop a teacherts skills and initiate career

development. Supervision also provides the formal

framework which allows administration to interact with

teachers on an intimate basis.

Professional Development - the focus on school and staff

development rather than individual teacher development

often leaves a void in terms of teacher growth.

Professional developnent refers to opportunit,ies

presented outside the workplace which further allow the

individual to continue to develop their skills. If

teachers are to continue to grow and developt

professional developnent funding becones a priority.

Ensuring active involvenent also becones a new challenge

to school organizations.

3.3 Hypotheses

Based on the foregoing conceptual framework, the following

hyr¡otheses will guide the research of the present study:

1. that specific individual variables (i.e. r age, gender,
years experience, grade level, fanily structurer job site
location - rural/urban) will be highly related to teacher
adoption of the growth or stagnation mode;

t

4.
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2. that specific nid-Iife variables (i.e., growing sense of
nortality, a tine of seLf-assessnent,, transformation in
fanily st,ructure, generativity/mentoring, reduced drive
and competitiveness, security and st,ability become a
priority, strong need to enjoy work, growing sense of
obsolescence) will be highly related to teacher adoption
of the growth or stagnation node;

3. that specific organizational variables (i.e., recognition,
participatory decision making, supervision and support,
professional developrnent) will be highly related to
teacher adoption of the growth or stagnation node;

4, that a relat,ionship will exist between workplace
perfornance indicators and teacher career orientations.

5. that individual, mid-life, and organizational variables
will have an impact on workplace performance indicators;

The null hypotheses associated with each of the above

hypotheses wiII be presented in Chapter IV.

3,4 Methodolosy

3.41 Research DesiÉn

The design for the research rras based on a nodel

generated from the rit,erature review and used in an attempt to

explore the causal linkage between teaching career, individual, mid-

Iife and organizational variables on t,he nid-life career adjustments

of public school teachers.

3.42 Sanple

The proposed sanple consisted of teachers from two rural

school divisions and one urban division. Five schools were

utilized for the study. The rural sanple consisted of a K - 12

school, a K-8 school, andag- 12 school. Theurbansample

was represented by a K - I school and a 7 - 12 school.
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3.43 Instrumentation

The instrunent developed for this investigation was a

seventy-iten questionnaire designed t,o exanine and neasure the

association the independent, variables have with teaching career

orientations. Teachers were asked to respond to items on a

five point Likert-type scale. The questionnaire was organized

into six sections (Appendix D). The first section dealt with

teacherst personal background infornation which was used to

discriminate the individual variables. The second section

examined what effect specific teaching careerr mid-Iifer and

organizational variables have on teacherst careers. Section

three focused on teacherst personal workplace attitude.

Section four examined the various aspects of teacherst

classroon perfornance characteristics. Section five focused on

mid-tife teachers' school perfornance. Finallyr section six

probed the extent mid-life teachers pursued career professional

development opportunities.

3,44 Procedure

The self-adninistered questionnaire and covering letters

were passed out to teachers through a formal meeting at

designat,ed schools (Appendix E). Teachers were given seven

days to conplete the questionnaire. Once conpleted,

questionnaires were collected and the data analyzed, Questions

were then coded and reviewed to facilitate data analysis

(Appendix G). In addition, there was a follow-up letter and

questionnaire sent to those teachers who did not complete the
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first survey (Appendix F). Once completed, questionnaires were

collected and the data analyzed.

3.45 Analysis

The dat,a analysis ï¡as used to identify factors which

distinguish teachers engaging in a growth or a stagnation mode.

Prior to this, a preliminary analysis was conducted to

ascertain the reliability of the instrument by checking the

internal consistency of the response. A factor analysis

reduced the dependent variables to a nore nanageable number. A

factor analysis of the entire questionnaire was not undertaken

as the study was not intended to exhaust all underlying factors

but to extract the key variables identified in t,he model. Once

the career data was collected, teachers were categorized into

either the growth or stagnation node through an additive

indexing. As a me&ns of val-idation, the principals of sample

schools were interviewed to conpare their assessment,s with

results from the conposite scores generated from career scales.

7+ anaì-yses were undertaken to study the association of the

individual, mid-life, and organizational variables with the

career orientations adopted by teachers. Additional I 2

analyses were utilized to detect, associations between teacher

career orientations and workplace attitude and perfornance as

well as the relationship between the individual and contextual

variables and workplace performance. In the latter analyses,

the perfornance indicators were used to identify teachers in

the growth or stagnation node.
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3.5 Sunmary

Specific c&reer factors fornulated the basis for classifying

teachers adopting either a growth mode or stagnation node. A

conceptual framework was used to develop a mid-life teaching career

nodel (Figure 1). Teachers' career orientations were thought to be

influenced by differing variables, nanely, individualr nid-Iife' and

organizational variables. These variables nay be directly related

to specific workplace performance indicators. Teacher career

orientations nay directly influence workplace perfornance. Based on

the model, relationships and hypotheses r{ere formulated. The

methodology dealing with research design' sanple, instrunentationt

procedure and proposed data analysis were presented,
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CHAPTER FOUB

Analvsis and Interpretation

The data analysis and interpretation are divided into three

sections. The first section includes a, prelininary analysis

conducted to ascertain the reliability of t,he instrunent. Factor

analyses were enployed to reduce the dependent variables to a nore

manageable number. In addition, principals of sanple schools were

surveyed in order to cross-validate the categorization of teachers'

"growth" or "stagnation" mode based on their career variables. The

second section includes analyses of the data and testing of

hypothesis based on d 2 anaLyses. The final section includes a

discussion of the findings as they relate to the review of the

Iiterature.

4,L Prelininary Analysis

4.11 Reliability of Instrunent

Reliability analyses were carried out separately on the

sections of the questionnaire pertaining to nid-Iife,

organizational, work att,itudes, classroon performance

indicators, and school performance indicators. A Cronbach

reliability coefficient alpha greater than .75 was found in all

sections except for the mid-life variables. That the

reliability coefficient for mid-life variables should be as low

as .1837 was at first surprising. Upon inspection, it seens

reasonable to assume that the result indicates the

heterogeneous nature of items that constitutes t,his group.
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Table 1 Reliability Analvsis of the Instrunent

Sub-scales Alpha
Standardized
Item Alpha

Mid-Life Variables
Organizational Variables
Work At,titudes
Classroon Perfornance Indicators
School Perfornance Indicators

.1684

.7683

.8726

.8236

.7556

.1837

.7673

.8701

.8304

.7684

4,I2 Factor Analyeie

Factor analysis was used to reduce the independent

variables to a more manageable nunber. Three factor analyses

were undertaken relating to workplace attituder classroon

perfornance and school performance.

Through orthoginal varimax rotation, using principal

factoring with iteration¡ two factors, with l-oadings having

eigen values greater than one, energed fron rsorkplace attitudet

classroon performance and school perfornance neasures (Table

2).

Table 2 ï{orkplace Attitude

\ Factors
Iten \ Factor 1 Factor 2

Optinistic
Controlled
Elation
Consistent
Growth
Hopeful
Functional
Aggressive
Structured

.83298

.51317

.86349

.54778
,62654
.78L77
.51649
.55903

-. 12550

.02836

.36268
-,0273L

.50032
,43267
,27043
.65908
.44897
.86321

Eigen Value
Percentage of Variance

4,44248
49.4

1. 18400
73.2
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Based on the nature of the seven itens loaded on each of

the two factors, Factor 1 was terned "personal work attitudes."

Factor 2 was labelled "professional work attitudes." The two

factors illustrated an individual's professional work manner

traits in the workplace. The indicators labelled "personal"

refer to the character traits or one's individual orientations

which nay determine perfornance in the workplace. The

cLassification of ít,ems labetled "professional" r{ere used to

describe factors related to learned behaviours which nay

directly affect workplace perfornance.

Classroom perfornance was analyzed through responses to

thirteen Likert-type scaled items. All t,hirteen itens tsere

found to be loaded on two factors with eigen values greater

than one (Table 3).
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Table 3 Classroon Performance

\ Factors
Items \ Factor 1 Factor 2

Establishes Annual Program
Goals & Objectives

Beviews, Evaluates Progran
Updates Progran
Utilises Current Resources & Materials
Incorporates Innovative & Progressive

Strategies & Resources Within
Classroom Setting

Expresses A Genuine Interest in Students
Gets To Know Students On a Personal Level
Monitors Students' Needs and

Progress Closely
Provides Out-Of-Class Time Help

for Students
Searches Out Alternative Course,/Class

Assignnents to Teach
Searches Out and Engages In P.D.

Opportunities
Takes Forna1 Courses Related to Career
Stays Up To Date On Professional Readings

,27049
.34738
.15108
.19552

.36781

.66953

.91954

.507 47

.32405

.36192

.20869
-.04357

.30437

.31065
,28730
.56400
.85167

.62168

. 15931

.03452

.22288

.10967

.27352

.35790

.1234',1

.46945

Eigen Value
Percentage of Variance

4.76832, 1.10361
36.7 8.5

Six items made up Factor 1, which was terned "personal

classroon perfornance indicators." These items characteríze a

teacherts personal involvenent in classroom perfornance,

ranging from interaction with curriculum and progran to

involvenent with students. Factor 2, consisting of seven

itens, was labelled "professional classroon perfornance

indicat,ors" as they related to specific classroom behaviours.

School perfornance was based on responses to eight Likert-

type scaled itens. The eight itens loaded on two factors

(Table 4).
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Table 4 School Perfornance

\ Factors
Items \ Factor 1 Factor 2

Involved In School Developnent
Conmittees .71001 .22384

Involved In SchooÌ Goal Setting ,26454 .79980
Pronotes School Goals .48491 .34055
Participates In School

Decision Making -.03698 .74005
Is Aware Of What Is Going

On In The School .20439 .56873
Perforns School Related Tasks

As Expected .50411 -.10864
Involved With Students'

Extra-Curricular .14011 -.05448
Participates In School Comnittees

And Professional Activit,ies
(P.D., M.T.S., Subject Groups) .93455 .L4479

Eigen Value
Percentage of Variance

1.42063 2,82tg0
15.8 31.4

Factor 1, loading on five itens, was terned "personal school

perfornalce indicators." These items represent a teacher's

involvement in school related activities and tasks which are an

ex¡rected conponent of a teacherts career. These include

promoting school- goals, involvernent in extra-curricular

activities and school connittees. Factor 2 was labelled

"professional school perfornance indicators." The three itens

characteríze a teacherts conmitnent to school development.

As a result of the factor analysis, the conceptual nodel

(Figure 2) was anended.

As part of & validity check, personal interviews were

conducted with principals of five sanple schools. At each

interview, the "growth" and "stag¡nation" nodes were defined.
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3
7

TT
T7
28

3

5

t2
T4
18

A
B
c
D

E

In all cases, the principals of the sampled school were asked

to classify the subjects into either the "growth" or

"stagnation" mode. In all cases, principals were abl_e to

identify teachers in both nodes. In addition to identification

of node, principals also provided explanations specific to the

basis of their identification.

Table 5 Comparison of Inst,rument vs. Principal Perceptions

\ Mode
School \ Growth Mode Stagnation Mode

School Instrument Principal- Instrument Principal

TotaI

Overall, there Ì{as agreenent on 64 out of g6 cases

reflecting that 68% of the tine there r4¡as agreenent between

self-reporting of teachers to the questionnaire and principals'

observations on career orientat,ions.

There were a nunber of factors identified by principals as

classifying teachers to be in the stagnation mode. The

dominant response was resistance to change. Teachers in the

stagnation node often will lack initiative and see little need

to pursue devel-opment opportunities. As a result, they becone

inflexible and rigid in terms of programming and instructional

style. Change is t,hreat,ening and the teaching career advocates

2
0
7

5

10

2
2

72
B

20

44245272
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comfort and stability. Ultimately, teachers become frustrated

and defensive with little enthusiasm for inprovement.

Subsequently, they also becone intolerant to students, the

surrounding environnent, and family demands become their

primary concern.

4.2 Analysis of Data

A three stage X 2 analysis was enployed to verify the

hypotheses advanced in Chapter III. In the first stage of

analysis, the associations of individual, nid-tife, and

organizational factors with mode (of adoption) were assessed. In

the second stage of analysis, the researcher attempted to determine

the relationship between the adoption of a growth or stagnation mode

and performance indicators. In the final stage of analysis, the

researcher tried to deternine the relationship between individual,

mid-life, and organizational variables and the performance

indicators.

4.2L Effect of Individual. Mid-Life. and OrEanizational
Variables on Teachers AdoptinE the Growth or StaEnat,ion
Mode

In the first stage

individual, nid-life,

exanined to assess their

adoption modes.

of analysis, variables pertaining to

and organization were individually

relat,ionship with teachers' career
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4.ZLa Individual Variables

1. Hltrl: the age of the individual (Iess than 45; 45

or greater) would display significant association

with the adoption of the grovrt,h/stagnation mode.

Hltol: the age of the individual (Iess than 45; 45

or great,er) would show no significant association on

the adoption of the growth,/stagnation node.

Based on the data collected (Table 6), there was no

significant association between age and the adoption

of the growth/stagnation mode. (The null hypothesis

was not rejected. )

Table 6 Relationshin Bet¡seen Aee nnd
Adoption Modes

\ ege Less
Mode \ Than 45

Row
45 PIus Total

Stagnation 16
66. 7

26.7
16. 7

B

33.3
22,2
8.3

24
25.0

Growt,h 44
61. I
73. 3
45. B

2B
38. I
77 ,B
29,2

72
75.0

Colunn
Total

60
62.5

36 96
37. 5 100. 0

Chi-Square Value

.23704

Significance

N. S.

DF

1
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2, H2trl: gender of the individual played a significant

role in teachers adopt,ing the growth or stagnation

node.

H2Iol: there was no significant association between

gender of the individual and teacher adoption of the

growth or stagnation mode.

Based on the data collected (Table 7), gender of the

individual did not play a significant role in

teachers adopting the growth or stagnation node.

(The null hypothesis was not rejected. )

Table 7 Relationshin Between Gender and
Adoption Modes

\ Gender
Mode \ Male

Row
Fenale Total

Stagnation 14
58. 3
25. 9
14. 6

L0
4t,7
23. I
10. 4

24
25. 0

Growth 40
55. 6
7 4,1
4L.7

32
44.4
76.2
33. 3

72
75. 0

Colunn
Total

54
56. 3

42
43. B

96
100. 0

Chi-Square Value

.05644

Significance

N. S.

DF

1
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3. HSrrl: years experience Fras related to the

growth/stagnation node.

HStol: years experience T{as not related to the

growth/stagnation node.

Based on the data (Tabte 8), years experience ¡+as not

a significant factor related to the adoption of the

growth/stagnation node. (The null hypothesis was not

reject,ed. )

This finding is surprising since there r{ere no

teachers in the stagnation node with 10 years or

less experience while 24 teachers (25% of sample) who

were designated in the stagnation mode were in the

)10 years experience bracket.

Table I Relationship Between Years Experience and
Adoption Mode

\ Years
\Experience 5 or

Mode \ less 6-10
Row

11-15 L6-20 2I-25 >25 Total

Stagnation 756624
29,2 20.8 25.0 25.0 25.0
31.8 20.0 31.6 30.0

7 .3 5.2 6.3 6.3

Growth 2815
2.8 11.1 20.8

100.0 100.0
2.t 8.3

20 13 74 72
27 ,B 18. 1 19. 4 75. 0
68,2 80.0 68.4 70.0
15. 6 20. B 13. 5 14. 6

Colunn
TotaI

2B
2.L 8.3

22
22,9

25 19 20 96
26.0 19.8 20.8 100.0

Chi-Square Value

4. 91738

DF

5

SiEnificance

N. S.
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4. H4rrl: grade level taught was associated with

teacher adoption of the growth or atagnatlon node'

H4t01, St{t levels taugbt wa^s not associated with

teacher adoption of the growth or stagtration lode'

Based on data collected (Tab1e 9)' grade level taught

at did not affect teacher adoption of the growtb or

stagnation lode' (Tbe nuII hypot'hesis Has not

reiected. ) .

stagnatiou 17?15

Growth

Colunn
TotaI 68.8

Chi-square V¿Iue
.06465
.89510
.71828

49
68.1
74.2
51.0

66 30 ta +.t lr
^8 31.3 s4,2 46.8 61'5 38'6 100'0

K-6
7-9
10-12

DF
1
1
1

Table 9 Belationghio Between Teachinc Posltion
and AdoPtion t¡Iodes

K-6
ualã fe¡ale lúale Fenale lrl¿Ie Fe¡ale Total

?o:à 29.2 62.á 3?.5 54'2 45'8 25'o

à5:ã ág.s 28.8 20.5 22'o 2s'7
1l-.1 -?.3 16.6 9.4 13'5 11'5

23 g7 36 46 26 72

g1;õ 51. 4 48. 6 63. I 36' 1 75'' o

l6-,7 7!.2 ?9.5 ?8.0 70'3
ä-.o 3g. 5 96. 5 4?.9 27 'L

30 52 44 59 37 96

Significance
N.g.
N.g.
N.g.

\ TeachÌng
\Position

Modee\

7-9 10 - 12 Bow

9131124
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5. HStrl: fanily structure variables were significantly

associated with the mode adopted by teachers.

HSror: family structure variables were not

associated with t,he node adopted by teachers.

Based on the data collected (Tables 10, 11, 12, 13,

L4), no associations $rere found between family

structure variables (married status, children in

family, number of children in differing age brackets,

parent financial support of children in the 18 - 25

bracket, and parent support of olrn parents) career

orientations. (As a result, the null hypothesis was

not, rejected. )

Table 10 Relationship Bet¡+een Marital Status
and Adoption Modes

\ Marital
\ St,atus

Modes\ Married Single
sep. /

Divorced
Row

Other Total

Stagnation 20
83.3
25.0
20. 8

1

4.2
16. 7

1.0

3
12,5
37. 5
3.1

24
25.t

Growth 60
83. 3
75. 0
62.5

5

6.9
83. 3
5,2

5

6.9
62,5
5.2

272
2.8 75.0

100. 0
2.L

Column
Tot,al

BO

83. 3
B

8.3
6

6.3
296

2.I 100.0

Chi-Square Value

1.55556

DF

3

Significance

N. S.
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Table 11 Relationshio Betweffi
and Adootion Modes

\ Age of
\Chi ldren

Modes\
Lto4

Yes No
5to17

Yes No
18 to 25 Row

Yes No Total

Stagnation 222t2L2168
91.7 8.3 50.0 50.0 66.7 33.3
26.8 14.3 30.8 21.1 26.2 22,9
2?,,9 2.L 12.5 12,5 16.7 8.3

24
25.0

Growth 60 72 27 45
83. 3 16. 7 37. 5 62. 5

73.2 85. 7 69 .2 78. I
62,5 t2.5 28.1 46.9

45 27 72
62.5 37.5 75.0
73.8 77.I
46.9 28.1

Column
Total

82 L4 39
85.4 14,6 40.6

57 61 35 96
59.4 63.5 36.5 100.0

1to4
5to17
18 to 25

Chi-Square Value
1.00348
1. 16599

.13489

Significance
N. S.
N. S.
N. S.

DF
1

1

1

Table 12 Belationship Between Support of Children
to Aee 25 and Adoption Modes

\Support of Children
\to Age 25

Modes\ Yes Other
Row

N.A. Total

Stagnation 1

4.2
25,0
1.0

7

29.2
23. 3

7.3

16
66. 7
26,2
16.7

24
25.0

Growth 3
4.2

75. 0
3.1

23
31.9
7 6.7
24.0

72
75. 0

45 1

62.5 I.4
73. B 100.0
46.9 1.0

Colunn
TotaI

4
4.2

30
31. 3

61
63. 5

196
1.0 100.0

Chi-Square Value

.42696

DF

3

S igni f icance

N. S.
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Table 13 Relationship Between Children in FamiIv
and Adoption Modes

\Children
\in Fanily

Modes\
Ro¡v

N/A Tota1

Stagnation 5102
20.8 41,7 8. 3
62,5 24.4 9.5
5.2 10.4 2.1

21424
8.3 4,2 t6.7 25.0

25.0 50.0 25.0
2.t 1.0 4.2

Gro¡¿t,h 33119
4,2 43.1 26,4

37.5 75.6 90.5
3.1 32.3 19.8

617272
8.3 1,4 16.7 75.0

75.0 50.0 75.0
6.3 1.0 t2.5

Column
Tot,al

84127
8. 3 42.7 2r.9

27696
2.I 16.7 100.0

B

8.3

Chi-Square Value

9.35734

DF

5

Sienificance

N. S.

Table 14 Relationship Between Parent Support
and Adoption Modes

\ Parent
\ Support

Modes\ Yes No
Row
Total

Stagnation 4
16. 7
30. I
4,2

20
83. 3
24,4
2I.L

24
25.3

Growth I
12.7
69,2
9.5

62
87. 3
75. 6
65. 3

77
t4.I

Colunn
Total

13
13.7

82
86. 3

95
100. 0

Chi-Square Value

.24183

DF

1

Significance

N. S.
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6. H6trl: due to external" environmental pressures,

rural- teachers would be nore likely to adopt the

growth mode than urban teachers.

H6to¡: due to ext,ernal environmental pressures,

rural teachers would not be nore likely to adopt the

growth mode than urban teachers.

Based on þz analysis (Tables 15), there is no

significant association between rural teachers and

urban teachers in adoption of the growth or

stagnation mode. (The null hypothesis was not

rejected. )

Table 15 Relationship Between School Location
(Rural/Urbanl and Adoption Modes

\Setting
Modes \ Rural Urban

Row
Total

St,agnation 7
29.2
20. 6
7.3

17
70. B

27 ,4
L7 ,7

24
25.0

Growth 27
37. 5

79.4
28,1

45
62,5
72,6
46. I

72
75. 0

Colunn
Total

34
35.4

62
64. 6

96
100. 0

Chi-Square Va1ue

.54649

DF

1

S iEni ficance

. 45976
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4.21b Mid-tife Variables

1. HTtrl: sense of urortality had a significant effect

on adoption of the stagnation/growth mode adopted by

t,eachers.

H7¡01: sense of mortality had no significant

association with the stagnation/growth mode adopted

by teachers.

Based on the data collected (Table 16), a growing

sense of mortality did not have a significant effect

on the stagnation/growth mode adopted by teachers.

(The nuII hypothesis was not reject,ed. )

Table 16 Relationship Between Growing Sense of
Mortality and Adoption Modes

\Growing Sense
\of Mortality Very Sone- Very Row

Modes\ Seldo¡r Seldon times Often Often Total

Stagnation4Tll-224
16.7 29 .2 45. I 8. 3 25. 0
13. 3 38. I 26. B 40. 0
4.2 7,3 11.5 2,7

Growth 26 11- 30 3 2 72
36.1 15.3 41,7 4,2 2,8 75.0
86,7 61. 1 73,2 60. 0 100. 0
27.r 11.5 31.3 3.1 2.1

Colunn
TotaI

3018475296
31.3 18.8 42,7 5,2 2.1 100.0

Chi-Square Value DF Significance

5. 36947 4 N. S.
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2. H8trl: a teacher who takes time for reflection and

self-assessment would be more adoptive of the growth

node than of the st,agnation node.

H8tol i a teacher who takes time for reflection and

self-assessnent would not be more adoptive of the

growth node than of t,he stagnation mode.

Based on the data collected (Table 17), there was no

significant association between the time spent for

reflection and self-assessment on the adoption of the

growth mode or the stagnation node. (The nuII

hypothesis was not rejected. )

Table 17 Relationshin Between Tine for Self-
Assessment and Adoption Modes

\Time for Self-
\Assessnent Very

Modes\ Little
Some-

Little what
Very Row

Much Much Total

Stagnation 2

8.3
40. 0
2.7

4135
16.7 54,2 20.8
12.5 29,5 35.7
4.2 13.5 5.2

24
25.0

Growth 1

1.4
100. 0

1.0

3
4.2

60.0
3.1

293L972
38.9 43.1 12.5 75.0
87.5 70.5 64.3
29.2 32. 3 9,4

Colunn
Total

1

1.0
5

5,2
32 44 14 96

33.3 45.8 14.6 100.0

Chi-Square Value

4. 94199

DF

4

Siqnificance

N. S.
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3. Hgtrl: transfornat,ions in family structure would be

a. significant, factor in teacher adoption of the

stagnation or growth urode.

H9tol: transformations in fanily structure was not

associated with teacher adoption of the stagnation or

growth mode.

The null hypot,hesis was rejected. Of t,he 87

t,eachers (39% of sanple) who were experiencing

transfornations in their family structure, 1B

teachers (35%) were identified in the stagnation

mode. On t,he other hand, of the 57 t,eachers (61% of

sample) whose fanilies were not in a transformation

state, only 10, or 7B7l, were identified in the

stagnation node. (Tabte 1B)

Table 18 Relationship Between Transfornation in
Familv Structure and Adoption Modes

\Transformation in
\Fanily Structure

Modes\ Yes
Row

Total

Stagnation

No

13
56. 5
35. I
13. I

10
43. 5

L7 ,5
10. 6

23
24,5

Growth 24
33.8
64. I
25. 5

47
66.2
82. 5
50. 0

7T
75,5

Colunn
Total

37
39. 4

57
60. 6

94
100. 0

Chi-Square Value
3.75676

DF
I

Significance
.05
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4, H10trl: opportunities to mentor a younger colleague

¡+ould be a significant factor in a teacher adopting

the growth or stagnation mode.

H10tol: opportunities to mentor a younger colleague

would not be a significant factor in a teacher

adopting the growth or stagnation mode.

Based on Sz analysis (Table 1g), the opportunity to

nentor a younger colleague was not a significant

factor in a teacher adoption of the growth or

stagnation mode. (The null hypothesis r¡as not

rejected. )

Table 19 Relationship Between Generativity/Mentoring and
Adootion Modes

\Generativity/
\Mentoringl Very Some- Very Row

Modes\ Seldom Seldom times Often Often Total

StagnationL2127224
4.2 8. 3 50. 0 29.2 B. 3 25. 0

12.5 18. 2 25 . 0 26.9 66. 7
1.0 2,r 12.5 7,3 2.1

Growth793619172
9.7 12,5 50.0 26,4 r,4 75.0

87. 5 81. I 75.0 73. I 33. 3
7.3 9.4 37.5 19,8 1.0

Colunn
Total

8114826396
8.3 11.5 50.0 27,L 3.1 100.0

Chi-Square Value DF SiAnificance

3.76845 4 N. S.
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5. H11t r I : reduced drive and conpetitiveness r4¡as a

significant contributing factor to teacher adoption

of the growth or stagnation mode.

H1l¡o¡: reduced drive and competitiveness was not a

significant contributing factor to teacher adoption

of the growth or stagnation node.

The null hypothesis was rejected. Of the teachers

in the stagnation mode (2516 of sample) (taUte ZO),

75% felt that they experienced sonetines a lack of

drive in the workplace while 56?í of teachers in the

growth mode sonetimes felt a lack of drive in the

workplace.

Relationship Between Beduced Drive and
Comnetitiveness and Adoption Modes

Table 20

\Reduced Drive &

\Conpet,it iveness
Modes\

Very Some-
Seldon Seldom tines

Very Ror+

Often Often Total

Stagnation 6
25. 0
23,L
6.3

t4
58. 3
27,5
14.6

3
12. 5
50. 0
3.1

r24
4.2 25.0

100.0
1.0

Growth L2
L6.7

100.0
t2.5

20
27.8
76. I
20.8

37
51. 4
72,5
38. 5

3
4,2

50.0
3.1

72
75.0

Colunn
Total

T2
72.5

26
27,7

51
53. 1

6196
6.3 1.0 100.0

Chi-Square Val-ue

9. 21468

DF

4

SiEní f icance

.05
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6. H12t rl : thoughts of security and stability was

associated with the adopted mode of teachers.

H12¡o¡: thoughts of security and stability was not

associated with the adopted mode of teachers.

Based on '{2 analysis (Table 2L), thoughts of

security and stability was not a factor determining

the adopted mode of teachers. (lhe null hypothesis

was not rejected. )

Table 21 Relationship Between Securitv and Stability
and Adoption Modes

\Security &

\Stability Very Sone- ,Very Row
Modes\ littte Little what Much Much Total

Stagnation 318324
12.5 75.0 72.5 25,0
15.0 33.3 2I-4
3.1 18.8 3.1

Growth 2 6 17 36 11 72
2.8 8.3 23.6 50.0 15.3 75.0

100.0 100.0 85.0 66,7 78.6
2.L 6.3 77,7 37.5 11.5

Column 2 6 20 54 t4 96
Total 2,1 6.3 20.8 56.3 14.6 100.0

Chi-Souare Value DF Significance

5.82857 4 N. S.
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7, H13¡r¡: a strong need to enjoy work influenced the

node a teacher would adopt.

H13¡o¡: a st,rong need to enjoy work was not

associated with the mode a teacher would adopt.

Based on the data collected (table 22), a. strong need

to enjoy v¿ork did not influence the node a teacher

would adopt. (The null hypothesis was not rejected. )

TabIe 22 Relationship Between Need to En.ioy l{ork
and Adoption Modes

\Need to
\Enjoy Work

Modes\
Very

Little LittIe
Some- Very Row
what Much Much Total

Stagnation 274
8.3 58.3

50.0 26.4
2,I T4,7

724
29,2 25. 3
20. 0
7,4

1

4.2
50. 0
1.1

Growth 1

L,4
100.0

1.1

1

7.4
50. 0
1.1

239
2.8 54. I

50.0 73,6
2.r 4t.l

28 71
39.4 74.7
80. 0
29.5

Column
TotaI

1

1.1_

2

2.7
453359s

4.2 55.8 36.8 100.0

Chi-Square Value

2.83332

DF

4

Significance

N. S.
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B. H14trl: a growing sense of obsolescence is a

significant factor in teachers adopting the growth

or stagnation node.

H14¡o¡: a growing sense of obsolescence was not

associated with teacher adoption of the growth or

stagnation mode.

Based on t,he data collected (Table 23), a growing

sense of obsolescence was not a significant factor in

teachers adopting the growth or stagnation node.

(The null hypothesis was not rejected. )

Eelat,ionship Between GrowinÉ Sense of Obsolescence
end Adonf-ion Mo¡les

Table 23

\Growing Sense of
\Obsolescence

Modes\
Sone-

Seldom times
Very Row

Of ten Of ten Tot,al
Very
Seldon

Stagnation 4224
16,7 B. 3 25.0
28.6 22.2
4,2 2.1

3
12,5
17. 6
3.1

3
L2,5
15. B

3.1

L2
50. 0
32.4
L2.5

Growth 14
19. 4
82.4
14,6

16
22,2
84.2
16,7

25
34.7
67.6
26.0

10 7 72
13.9 9.7 75.0
7L,4 77 ,8
10.4 7.3

Column
Total

t7
r7 ,7

19
19.8

37
38. 5

14996
14. 6 9. 4 100. 0

Chi-Square Value

2.5722t

DF

4

Significance

N. S.
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4,ZLc Organiz¿tional Variables

1. H15trl: recognition ¡ras a significant factor

contributing to the mode a teacher may adopt.

H15¡o¡: recognition û¡as not associated with the node

a teacher may adopt.

Based on the data collected (Table 24), recognition

was not a significant factor contributing to the node

a teacher may adopt. However, it, is ¡vorth noting

that not one teacher indicated that they very often

receive recognition in the workplace. (The null

hypothesis T{as not rejected. )

Table 24 Belationship Between RecoEnition
and Adoption Modes

\Relationship Very
Modes\ Seldom

Some-
Seldon times

Very Row
Often Often Total

Stagnation 4
16.7
25. 0
4,2

I
37 ,5
39. 1

9.5

10
41,7
22,2
10. 5

1

4,2
9.1
1. 1.

24
25. 3

Growth t2
16. I
75.0
12. 6

L4
1_9. 7

60. I
14.7

35
49. 3
77,8
36. I

10
14.1
90. I
10. 5

7t
7 4,7

Column
Total

16
16. B

23
24.2

45
47 ,4

11
11.6

95
100. 0

Chi-Souare Value

4.08727

DF

3

SiÉni f icance

N. S.
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2, H16t rl : participation in decision making was a

significant factor in teachers adopting the growth or

stagnation mode.

H16¡o¡: participation in decision naking was not

rel-ated to teachers adopting the growth or

stagnation node.

Based on '1'þ2 analysis (table 25), participation in

decision making was not a significant factor in

teachers adopting the growth or stagnation node.

(The null hypothesis Ì.¡as not rejected. )

Relationship Between Participatorv Decision MakinÉ
and Adoption Modes

Table 25

\Participatory
\Decision Making

Modes\
Sone-

Little what
Very Row

Much Much Total
Very

LittIe

Stagnation 4
16. 7
33. 3
4.2

68
25,0 33. 3
23.t 24,2
6.3 8.3

4224
16.7 8. 3 25,0
22,2 28. 6
4.2 2,r

Growth B

11. 1

66,7
8.3

20
27.8
76. I
20. B

25
34.7
75.8
26.0

l4
19. 4

572
6. 9 75.0

77 ,8 77,4
14.6 5.2

Colunn
TotaI

t2
12,5

26
27.1

33
34.4

18796
18.8 7,3 100.0

Chi-Square Value

,62752

DF

4

SiEnificance

N. S.
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3. H17¡ r¡ : supervision and support were significant

factors in teacher adoption of the growth or

stagnation node.

H17¡o¡: supervision and support were not related to

teacher adoption of the growth or stagnation node.

The null hypothesis was rejected. Of the teachers in

the stagnation mode (25% of sample), 38% noted that

they very seldon receive active supervision and

support in the workplace vs. 9% in the growth node.

As well, of those teachers in the stagnation node,

only 13% indicated that they had often been under

active supervision and support. Under sinilar

circumstances, 2L% were in the growth node. (Table

26)

Table 26 Relationship Between Sunervision and
Support and Adoption Modes

\Supervision
\& Support Very

Modes\ Seldon
Some-

Sel-don times
Very Row

Often Often Total

Stagnation I
37. 5

56. 3
9.5

4
16.7
L5.4
4,2

I
33. 3
22,9
8.4

3
L2.5
2L,4
3.2

24
25. 3

Growth 7

9.9
43. I
7.4

22
31.0
84. 6
23.2

27
38. 0
77 .I
28.4

11
15. 5
78. 6
11.6

477
5.6 7 4,7

100.0
4.2

Colunn
TotaI

16
16. B

26
27.4

35
36.9

L4495
14,7 4,2 100.0

Chi-Souare Value
11.04903

DF
4

SiÉni f icance
,02
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4, H1-81r¡: professional developnent opportunities

significantly affect the adoption of the growth or

stagnation mode.

H18¡o¡ : professional development opportunities would

not significantly affect the adoption of the growth

or stagnation node.

Based on the data collected (Table 27), professional

developnent opportunities was not significantly

related to the adoption of the growt,h or stagnation

mode. (The null hypothesis was not, rejected. )

Relationship Between Professional Developnent
and Adoption Modes

Table 27

\Professional
\Developnent Very

Modes\ Seldom
Some-

Seldom tines
Very Row

Often Often Total

Stagnation 5
20. I
23,8
5.3

t2
50.0
30. 0
12. 6

7

29,2
25.9
7.4

24
25.3

Growth 2

2.8
100. 0

2.I

16
22.5
76,2
16.8

28
39.4
?0. 0
29. 5

20577
28.2 7.0 74,'.r
7 4,1 100.0
?L.t 5. 3

CoIumn
Total

2

2,I
2L

22,t
40

42.L
27595

28,4 5. 3 100. 0

Chi-Square Value

2.87133

DF

4

Si En i ficance

N. S.
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4.22 Berationship Between workplace Perforu¿nce Indicatora_¡ngl
the Adoption of Growth or StaEnation Modes

In the second stage of analysis, the study exanined the

relationship between the workplace performance indicators and

the node adoption of classroon teachers.

1. H19¡r¡: there would be a significant relationship between

t,he adoption of the growth or stagnation mode and personal

and professional workplace attitudes.

H19¡o¡: there was not a significant relationship between

the adoption of the growth or stagnation node and

personal and professional workplace attitudes.

Based on the data collected (Tables 28, 29), there r,¡as no

significant relationship between the adoption of the

growth or stagnation mode and personal and professional

workplace attitudes. (The null hypothesis h,as not

rejected, )
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lable 28 Belationship Between Personal l{orknleee
Attitudes and Adontion Modes

\Personal
\Workplace
\Attitudes

Modes \
Row

Total

Stagnation 5
45. 5

2L.7
5.4

6
54. 5
8.6
6.5

1t
11.8

Growth 18
22.0
78. 3
19.4

64
78. 0
91.4
68.8

82
88. 2

Column
Total

23
24.7

70
75. 3

93
100.0

Chi-Square Value

2.87B2T

DF

1

Significance

N. S.

Table 29 Belationship Between Professional
Workplace Attitudes and Adoption Modes

\Professional
\Workplace
\Attitudes

Modes \
Row
Total

Stagnation 1
D.' .)

4.3
1.1

2

66. 7

2.8
2.t

3
DÔ

Growth 22
23. 9
95,7
qn .t

70
76. 1

97 .2
tó. t

92
96. B

Column
Total

ôÐb¿

24.2
72

75,8
95

100. 0

Chi-Square Value

.14051

DF

1

Significance

N. S.
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2, H20¡r¡: there would be a significant relationship between

the adoption of the growth or stagnation mode and

personal and professional classroom perfornance

indicators.

H20¡01: there would not be a significant relationship

between the adoption of the growt,h or stagna.tion node and

personal and professional classroom perfornance

indicators.

Based on the data collected (Tables 30, 31), there was no

relationship between the adoption of the growth or

stagnation node and personal and professional classroom

performance indicators. (The null hypothesis was not

rejected. )

Table 30 Relationship Between Personal Classroon
Perfornance Indicators and Adoption
Modes

\PersonaI
\Classroon
\Perfornance
\Indicators

Modes\
Row

* Total

Stagnation 8 19 27
29,6 70,4 29,O
33.3 27.5
8. 6 20.4

Growth 16 50 66
24.2 75,8 71.0
66,7 72,5
L7 ,2 53.8

Column
Total

24 69 93
25.8 7 4.2 100.0

Chi-Square Value DF Sienificance
,29044 1 N. S.
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Table 31 Belationship Between Professional
Classroon Perfornance Indicators
and Adoption Modes

\Professional
\Classroom
\Perfornance
\Indicators

Modes \

Stagnation 2
100.0

2.8
2,1

Growth

Row

Total

2

2,7

23
25. 0

100.0
24,5

69
75.0
97.2
73.4

92
97.9

Column
Total

23
24,5

7L
75. 5

94
100. 0

Chi-Square Value

. 66197

DF

L

SiEnificance

N. S.
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3. H21¡r¡: there was a significant relationship between the

adoption of the growth or stagnation mode and personal and

professional school performance indicators.

H21¡01: there was not a signifieant relationship between

the adoption of the growth or stagnation node and personal

and professional school perfornance indicators.

Based on 'Xz analysis (Tables 32, 33), it was concluded

there was no significant relationship between the adoption

of the growth or stagnation mode and personal and

professional school performance indicators. (The null

hypothesis r^¡as not rejected. )

Table 32 Relat,ionship Between Personal School
Perfornance Indicators end Adoption
Modes

\Personal
\SchooI
\Perfornance
\Indicators

Modes \
Row
Total

Stagnation 3
42,9
L2.5
3,2

4
57,L
5.8
4.3

7

7,5

Growth 2l
24,4
87. 5
22,6

65
75. 6
94,2
69. I

86
92. 5

Colunn
Tot,aI

24
25. I

69
7 4.2

93
100.0

Chi-Square Value
1. 14940

DF
1

Significance
N. S.
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Table 33 Belationship Between Professional Schûol
Perfornance Indicators and Adoption
Modes

\Professional
\School
\Perfornance
\Indicat,ors

Modes \
Row
TotaI

Stagnation I
29,6
33. 3
8.5

19
70,4
27.1
20.2

27
28.7

Growth 16
23. I
66,7
17. 0

51
76.1
72.9
54.3

67
7L,3

Column
Total

24
25,5

7A
7 4.5

94
100.0

Chi-Square Value

.33454

DF

1

Sienificance

.56300

4,23 Relationship Between Individual. Mid-Life. and
OrAanizational Variables a¡rd l{orkplace Performance
Indicators

The supplenentary analysis exanined the relationship

between the individual, the nid-Iife, and the organizational

variables and workplace perfornance. The general hypothesis

stated that there would be a significant relationship between

individual, mid-Iifer å.nd organizational variables and ¡,¡ork

attitude, classroom performance, and school performance. A

sunmary of the '12 analyses of the variables is provided in

Figure 3.
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N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

ORGAN I ZATIONAL VARI ABLES

RecogniLion

Participatory Decision Making

Supervision and SuPPort

Professiolral DeveloPnenL

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

Claseroor Perfortance

Personal Professional

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

2t .41

N. S.

N. S.

12. l8

N. S.

4.82

N. S,

6.68 *t

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N, S.

19. 55

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N, S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

School Perforrance

Personal Professional

N. S.

N. S.

10.73

N. S,

N. S.

N, S.

N. S.

14.38 **

N. S.

15.85

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

*t

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

Signif i<:an1- at. .01

N. S.

N. S.

N. S,

22.2)

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

I t. l0

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

33. 68

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

t¡. s.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N.S. denoles "Not Significant"

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

tt. s.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

N. S.

29. 30

15. t9

N. S.
æ
æ
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4,23a Relationship Between Individual Variables and
I{orkplace Performance Indicators and Adoption
Modes

Based on the data collected, there was found to be a

significant relationship involving three individual

variables and workplace perfornance. Gender, teaching

area, and yeers experience were found to have a

significant relationship with workplace perfornance.

There $¡as a significant relationship between gender

of the teacher and t,he personal classroon perfornance

indicators. Of the male sanple population, 38% indicate

stagnation through personal cl-assroon performance

indicators while only t7% of the fenale population

indicates the sane.

On t,he basis of t,he data, there was a significant

relationship between the Grade 7 - 9 teaching area and

personal classroom perfornance indicators. The research

indicates that 42Î4 of grade 7 - I teachers surveyed

indicated stagnation while only L7% in other teaching

areas indicated the sane.

In addition, there r{as found to be a significant

relationship between years experience and personal and

professional school performance indicators.

teachers whose personal perfornance indicators illustrate

stagnation (B% of sample), all ane in the 11 - 25 years

experience bracket. Of those teachers who indicate

Of the

stagnation through their professional school perfornance
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indicators (28% of sample) all have greater than 11 years

experience.

4.23b Relationshio Between FÍid-Iife Variables and
Workplace Performance Indicators and Adontion
Modes

Four mid-life variables surfaced with significant

relationships wit,h workplace perfornance indicators. Tine

for self-assessnent and nentoring, reduced drive in mid-

life, and a growing sense of obsolescence played a role in

workplace perfornance.

There was found to be a significant relat,ionship

between the tine taken for self-assessnent and personal

classroour performance indicators. Of the 27 teachers (29%

of sanple) designated in the stagnation node, 33?{

suggested they spend nuch or nore time in reflection or

self-assessment. In comparison, of the teachers

designated in the growth mode, 7376 of teachers felt they

spent nuch or nore time in self-assessnent or reflection.

On the basis of the data collected, there wås a

significant relationship between the time taken to nentor

a younger colleague or student teacher and personal

classroon performance indicators. Of the 27 teachers (29%

of sanple) assigned to the stagnation mode, 63Ë indicated

they sonetines, or more often, take the tine to mentor a

younger colleague, whiler those in the growth noder 87%

took the sane tine.

Equally significant is the relationship between
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nentoring time taken and professional classroom

performance indicators. Of the two t,eachers indicated in

stagnation mode, both indicated they very seldon take the

t.ine to mentor a younger colleague or student teacher.

There wås found t,o be a significant, relationship

between drive in the workplace and workplace attitude

indicators as well as professional school performance

indicators. Of the 11 teachers (12% of sample) designat,ed

in the stagnation mode based on personal work attitude,

all respondents indicated that they sonetines or nore

often feel a lack of drive in the workplace. In

conparison, of those in the growth node, about half

somet,imes felt a lack of drive in the workplace. Onty 3%

responded ttoften. tt

In addition, based on the relationship between

professional work attitude indicators a¡d reduced drive in

t,he workplace, 40?4 of teachers in the growth mode seldom

or less felt a lack of drive, while there were no teachers

designated in the stagnation mode who felt the sane.

There is a significant relationship between drive in

the workplace and personal school performance indicators

of those teachers in the stagnation node. AII teachers in

the stagnation mode indicated that they sonetines or more

often felt a lack of drive in the workplace while 59% of

teachers in the growth mode responded in the sane way.

On further analysis, a significant relationship
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between a growing sense of obsolescence and personal

workplace at,t,itudes was found. Of the 1L teachers (12% of

sample) in the stagnation mode, only 54% indicated that

they often let emerging trends affect their thoughts

towards career change. On the other handr only 19% of

those in the growth mode responded in the sane v¡ay.

4.23c Relationship Between OrEanizational Variables and
Workplace Perfornance Indicators and Adootion
Modes

Only t¡.¡o organizational variables w¿rs found to be

significant in relationships with the workplace

performance variables. Involvenent in school decision

naking as r¡eII as school supervision and support proved to

have a significant relationship with professional school

perfornance.

There was found to be a significant relationship

between opportunities to becone involved in school

decision naking and professional school performance

indicators. of the 27 teachers (28% of sanple) in the

stagnation node, only 19% felt they "somewhat or nore" had

some opportunities to become involved with school decision

making. In conparison, 6276 of. those in the growth node

felt they had the sane opportunity.

A significant relationship between supervision and

support in the workplace and professional school

performance indicators was also found. Only 33% of

teachers designated in the st,agnation ¡node felt they
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"sonetimes or more often" found supervision and support

within the workplace. In comparison, 66% of teachers in

the growth mode felt the same.

4.3 Discussion

The effect of the independent variables on career orientations

affecting growth or stagnation was mininal. There was no

statistical significance in relationships between individual

variables and teaching career orientations. However, two nid-life

variables energed as significant in the node adoption of teachers.

The first was transformations in farnily structure. This is

consistent, with what Gould (i978) indicated, that t,he focus of an

individual nay move from the workplace to hone. Problems at home

nay take precedence over problems at school. Those in the

stagnation mode seemed to be nore affected by transfornations in

family. And, to some extent, this finding corresponds to the

principalst observations. AII principals noted the importance of

family in each of our lives, and, as it should be, the priority that

the family takes over the workplace at tines. This was not seen as

a hinderance to long-term perfornance. However, individual

teachers, it was noted, who were experiencing marriage problems, or

experiencing financial stress due to children pursuing a post

secondary education, were not as focused in the workplace and, as

such, r,¡ere identified by principals in the stagnation mode. These

observations Ì¡ere consistent with the research on the subject.

A reduced drive in t,he workplace and a. reduced emphasis on

competition played a. role in the adoption of the growth or
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stagnation mode. This facet nay leave individuaLs with little

motivation or initiative to change (Gould, 1978). this poínt

surfaced in discussions with principaLs as a key indicator of and

reason for stagnation.

The third independent variable associated with career

orientations was the organízational variabl-e of supervision and

support. Consistent with Doll's (1983) findings, a lack of

supervision can often leave a teacher isolated and frustrated. In

addition, support from fellow te¿chers is of utmost importance.

Teachers feel best about thenselves when support is evident (Lortie,

1975 ).

There was no significant relationship found between teacher

career orientations and career performance indicators. We can

surnise that only through further research and increased sample size

can this be legitimized.

In addition to the individual, rnid-life, and organízational

variables that were associated with career orient,ations, a subset of

variables such as gender of the individual, teaching are&, years

experience, need for self-assessment, the need to nentor, reduced

drive, a growing sense of obsolescence, participation in decision

naking, and a strong supervisory and support systen were found to

have significant relationships with work attitudes, classroon

perfornance indicators and school performance indicators, and in

turn, with stagnation and growth.

Gender of the individual was found to nake a significant,

difference in personal classroom perfornance. Specifically, males
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seen more prone to exhibit stagnat,ion than fenales. The reasons for

this can certainly vary with each individual' however, and as

indicated in the research, nales tend to experience a reduced drive

in mid-life. As a result, nales may tend to Iose interest in the

workplace¡ and certainly, in career developnent.

In addition to each of the above' years of experience did seen

to play a significant role in teachers' personal and professional

school performance. As teachers nature in their careerr they nay

becone less involved with school activitiesr both on a personal

level, such as involvement with students and their activities' and a

professional level such as school deveJ-opment conmittees. Teachers

who teach in the grade 7 - I teaching area seem more susceptible to

stagnation tha¡r those teaching other gradesr particularly in

personal classroom performance.

Although the sample was conducted on teachers in the 34+ age

bracket, the statistics bear out earlier research done on nid-life

stagnation (Gould, 1972; Gould, 1978; Levinson, 1978; Vaillantt

Lg77) which states that teachers begin to plateau in career

performance at ten years experience.

As indicated by analysis of personal classroon perfornance

indicators and confirned by earlier research (Hallr 1976; Levinson'

1978; GouJ-d, L972), there seems to be a strong need for ti¡ne for

self-assessment and reflection by individuals in the mid-Iife stage.

If deniedr stagnation nay result.

Generativity and the need to nentor younger individuals (Da1ton

et aI, t977; Erikson' 1963; Levinson et aI, 1978; Schein, 1978) will
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play a role in how a teacher may perform in the classroon. In both

personal and professiona,l- classroon perfornance indicators, this was

found to be significant. Teachers who were given or seized

opportunities to supervise, guide, or support younger colleagues or

student, teachers tended to exhibit classroom growt,h characteristics.

They continued to revier+ and update their own prograns, further

their or¡rn development through career growth opportunities, and

continued to involve themselves ir'ith student needs.

Finally, a. growing sense of obsolescence will affect personal

work attitudes. The teacher may exhibit characteristics of

dysfunction and erratic behaviour due t,o the threat of an ever

changing world. The opportunity to mentor & younger colleague

enhances individual growth of both involved. As indicated earlier,

reduced drive in mid-Iife will affect personal and professional work

attitudes ¿s well as personal school- performance. The ,teacher wil-I

certainly becone disinterested in growth and the challenges thereof.

As weII, the notivation to become involved in school-based

activities will diminish. This was deduced from the conparative

analysis of the variables related to reduced drive and personal

school perfornance.

In addition to certain individual and mid-life variables, t,wo

organizational variables energed as indicators which nay help

designate teachers in the growt,h or st,agnation mode. The need to

exercise their expertise in decision making nay affect their

professional school perforrnance. As indicated by Cook (L979),

growth possibilities becone unlinited if teachers are allowed to
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participate in school decision making. Stagnation and its

indicators become a serious threat if teachers are denied

participatory decision opportunities. In the same token,

supervision and support are relat,ed to professional school

performance. As Lortie (1975) indicates, growth is generated

t,hrough active administrative supervision and on-going collegial

support.

4,4 Sunnary

There r¡rere only three signi f icant, variables which were

associated with career orientations of teachers. Transfornations in

family structure and reduced drive and conpetitiveness as well as

supervision and support played a. role in teachers adopting the

growth or stagnation node. There was no significant, relationship

found bet¡r'een c&reer orientations and workplace perfornance

indicat,ors. Finally, a nunber of independent variables energed as

significant in their relationship with individual workplace

attitudes, classroom and school performance. Gender, t,eaching area,

and years experience has sone association with workpì.ace

performance. In addition, the nid-life variables of tirne for self-

assessnent, the need to nentor a younger colleague, reduced drive,

and a. groh'ing sense of obsolescence all F¡ere found to be

significantly related to work attitudes, classroon performance or

school perfornance. Finally, the opportunity to becone involved in

school decision naking, active administrative supervision, and

collegial support also seer¡ed to affect school perfornance.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Conclusion

In this study an attenpt was nade to examine a multitude of

factors which are related to nid-life professional career

development of teachers. This chapter wiII contain a sunmary of

research findings, the linitations inposed on the studyr and the

inplications of the research. The final section of this chapter

presents recomnendations for future research.

5.1 Sunnary of FindinEs

This study provides partial support for the conceptual nodel

developed for the investigation. It was found that, the individual

variables had little association with teaching career orientations.

However, these variables Ì{ere significantly associated with

workplace performance.

Males tended to be nore prone to stagnation than fenales as

indicated by personal classroon performance indicators. Males nay

spend less time reviewing or updating their prograns' interacting

with students, and searching out alternative teaching assignnents

than their fenale counterparts. Likewise, teachers in the grade 7-

9 area seem prone to the sane indicators.

Experience proved to have a significant, relationship with

school perfornance. As indicated by the research literature

(Newman, 1980; Fuller and Brown' 1975; Burke' Christensen & Fesslert

1983; Burden, 1982), teachers tend to plateau after ten years on the

job. Although the sample of teachers with less than 10 years
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experience w&s snall, all teachers who indicated a lack of school

involveurent in goal setting, decision naking, extr&-curricular

activities, and professional development comnittees had greater than

ten years experience. Although opportunities for involvement may

exist, the statistics would suggest that teachers do not t,ake

advantagle of them.

Transfornation in fanily structure r.eas a significant factor in

teacher's lives. Havighurst ( L972) felt these fanily

transfornations put a strain on individuals and shifted their

attent,ion away from the workplace. Wonen in particular nay find

thenselves rnore susceptible to changing family structure (Kinnel,

1974 ) .

In additionr this study provided evidence that a reduced drive

and compet,itiveness in nid-life nay be related to t,eacher career

orientations. This reduced drive limits motivation in the

workplace and certainly may hinder growth (Gould, 1978). Other nid-

life variables had little or no inpact on career orientat,ions.

Four nid-life variables surfaced as having significant

associations with workplace perfornance indicators. Tine for self-

assessrnent or reflection proved to be associated with personal

classroon perfornance. Teachers require time in reviewing,

evaluating, and updating programs. As well, time should atlow

teachers to focus on future course or class assignment changes which

stinulate growth.

Mentoring a younger colleague emerged as an important factor

related to inproving classroom perfornance, This variable provides
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for growth and development through the sharing of resources and

materials. Younger colleagues m&y share innovative and progressive

teaching strategies with their cooperating teachers. This awakening

may "jump start" nature teachers to update their educationl take on

selected professional developnent opportunitiesr or increase

professional reading.

The third emerging variable was reduced drive and its

relationship with personal and professional work at,titudes. The

teacher who is in the stagnation node may exhibit pessimistic,

depressed, inconsistentr or evenr dysfunctional qualities in the

workplace which in turn will affect perception of others.

This study also indicates that reduced drive affect,s personal

classroom performance. The teacher may not promote school goalst

perforn school related tasks as expected, or participate in school

committee or professional activities. The fourth variable which

surfaced as having an association with personal workplace attitudes

was a growing sense of obsolescence. In this study' this variable

was found to be associated with poor work attitudes much in the same

n&nner as reduced drive.

Only one organizational variable emerged as significant in its

association with career orientations. Supervision and support was

related to how individuals feel- in their career. Because teaching

can be isolating (Lortie, 1975) r colleague support becones of

prinary inportance in norale naintenance. In addition, unless

adninistrative supervision and support is activer teachers are left

with limited opportunities for growth and little direction for
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future endeavours. Teachers are frequent,ly faced with challenges in

which adninistrative support is necessary. A lack of

administrative support or confidence leaves teachers susceptible to

a sense of insecurity.

There r"rere only two organizational variables which were

associated with school perfornance indicators. Both participation

in school decision making, and supervision and support were

associated with professional school perfornance. Without either,

the result nay be a lack of voluntary involvenent in school goal

setting, school decision naking, and, thencel nay not have an

awareness of what is going on in the school. This study indicates

no relationship existed between the organizational variables of

recognit,ion and professional developnent, and workplace perfornance

indicators. This is somewhat surprising as teacher recognition

research (Adams, 1975; Sergiovanni, 1967) and participatory decision

making research (Cook, 1979) indicate they are important factors in

teacher workplace perfornance.

It is important to note that teachers designated in the

"growth" node are not necessarily different fron those in the

'rstagnation" node in terns of att,itude, classroon perfornance, or

school perfornance. It is difficult to fornulate reasons for such.

Personal perceptions of workplace performance nay certainly be

biased. Sarnple size nay also be a factor. Finally, it is

inportant to note that we have not neasured the overall level of

perf ormalrce.
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5.2 Revised Model

As a resuLt of the present findings, the previous nodel (Figure

2) presented has been revised (Figure 4ì.. Listed under the

independent variables are individual, mid-life and organizational

variables which proved to have an association with either the career

orientations of growth or stagnation or were related to specific

workplace performance indicators.

5.3 Linitations

This study has certain Iinitations specific to sample,

procedure, and theoretical nodel. The findings nust be interpreted

in lieu of sample size. Although the return rate of approximately

90% was more than adequate, the limited sanple size of 107 creates

certain linitatíons. As a result, the data must be treated as

preliurinary for a more extensive and in-depth investigation. In

addition to sanple size, the study was carried out in early June of

1991. The school year was almost over and teachers responses nay

reflect this. Finally, the data collection r¡as based on convenience

and availability, therefore generalizations must be handled with

caution.

The instrunent used to collect the data had certain

Iinitations. Investigating the relationship of variables by

conventional survey methods rely heavily on respondents' subjective

perceptions and the outcone can certainly be problematic, given that,

the perceived state of affairs may be different from the actual

state.

The Limitations of the measurement of structured response to
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the questionnaire F¡ere severe. While quantifying hunan experiences

into a manageable number of variables that neasure what they are

supposed to, there was no room provided for respondents to

elaborate and explain. Thus, why they responded as they did was

subject to highly speculative postulations.

5.4 Inplications

This study was begun by not,ing the urgency to understand both

the nanifested as well as the latent factors that pronote or inhibit

teachers to grow in their careers during the mid-life stage.

Three individual variables r4¡ere found to be associated with

workpJ.ace perfornance. Males proved to be particularly prone to the

st,agnation node. Changes in nale ego and value systems at nid-Iife

have implications for the school system. The professionaJ.

development needs of males nay need to be re-addressed. In

particular, school administration may have to refocus motivational

strategies and re-evaluate intrinsic and extrinsic rewards for nale

teachers.

Years experience may influence teacher career orientations. If

the public school system chooses to ignore the fact that teachers in

mid-life have reached a plateau in perfornance, the teachers'

performance in the classroon and school nay suffer. Senior and

school administrators will be left with the challenge of

regenerating individual teachers who have long since lost the edge

in personal professional development. In short, current strategies

for motivating and counseJ-ling an åging workforce need to be

examined.
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The findings of this study indicates that teachers who teach at

the grade 7 - I level may be nore prone to stagnation than teachers

of other grade areas. It becones vital for the public system to

increase nobility for teachers at this level. Superintendents nust

support movenent in t,he system. School adninistrators nust identify

teachers in need of change and initiate it. If mobility is denied,

our middle years prograns will be challenged by an energetic,

rebellious client,ele on one hand, and a dispirited teaching staff on

the other.

As family structure changes, individuals in mid-life nay focus

less attention on the workplace. While school adninistration has

little or no control over change in family structure, they nust

recognize its influence and adopt measures to acconnodate it. This

night be done through flexible scheduling of timetables and personal

counselling services.

If a reduced drive is a legitinate concern in nid-Iife, then

public school- systens must provide for incentives which wiII spark

motivat,ion to grow. Incentives to facilitate program change, or

initiate mobility are critical to motivating teachers.

Superintendents nust make teacher mobilit,y a priority. Principals

must reward professional developnent, educat,ional research and

leadership through budget support and staffing initiatives.

If the need for time for reflection is not fulfilled, the

educational system ¡+ill be faced with nid-Iife teachers who have

Iittle urge to cont,inue to grow. The public schooL systen needs to

identify and inpleroent strategies to neet such a need.
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As teachers enter mid-life, mentoring becomes important to

teachers. This need can be a. resourceful route to teacher

developnent. School divisions nust support universities in placing

students within their divisions. School administrations need to

provide opportunities for teachers to supervise student teachers as

wel-1 as peer coaching opportunities, either in support of new

teachers or frequently observing colleagues during their preparation

periods.

As a growing sense of obsolescence nay affect mid-life career

developnent, teachers are nost susceptible to the threats inposed by

emerging educational innovations and technology. This inplies that

the public school systen should provide extensive professional

development opportunities, emphasising the concept of life long

education. Teachers nust be convinced that, on-going self-

inprovenent is essential to the success on the job. School

administrators should treat this as a central thene for professional

development and it,s budget nust provide resources for fulfilting

this objective.

The opportunity to become involved with school decision naking

has imnense inplications. School adninistrators should provide

ample opportunities for their st,aff to participate in decision

making in aII matters related to the operation of the school.

As supervision and support within the school is associated with

teacher career orientations and workplace performance, senior

administration must emphasise the importance of supervision. School

adninistration need to monitor teacher development closely and
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coaching.
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in teacher developnent through peer

5.5 Beconnendations

Based on the current findings, the following recomnendations

made:

1. educators nust devote nore time ¿nd research on the effect
specific teaching career factors have on career
development;

2, school adninistrators must recognize that changes in an
individual's fanily structure nay affect workplace
performance and therefore, be prepared to acconmodate and
direct teachers to appropriate support services;

3. school administrators must recognize that nid-life may be
a period of reduced drive for individuals and that these
individuals nay need to be ¡notivated through varying
extrinsic rewards (eg. flexible scheduling, redeployment
of responsibilities);

4, school administrators nust realize the inportance of the
relationship between active supervision and support and
continued teacher growth. As well, teachers nust be given
opportunities through co-operative and team teaching to
provide support to fellow colleagues;

5. as teachers in the grade 7 - 9 area may be more
susceptible to stagnation than other grade area teachers,
the stress created through teaching an energetic age group
nay dictate greater job mobility for these teachers;

6. school adninistrators need to know that t,eachers in mid-
career need time for reflection, nust be given
opportunities to mentor younger colleaÉlues, and are
concerned with constantly emerging trends in education.
Each of these may affect workplace performance and hinder
growth;

7, this study supports teacher opportunity to participate in
decision naking. Involving teachers in decision making
nay provide for more conu¡itment to school involvement;

B. active supervision and support by administration will
result in a strong commitment to school perfornance.
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5.6 Sumnary

As the Canadian teaching workforce eges' educators are faced

with transitions of their workforce. Changes in attitudet

mentality, priority, and orientation is forcing an urgency to

comprehend the factors which promote or inhibit individual growth.

In this st,udy, an attenpt was made to highlight the significant

factors which nay affect the career adjustnent patterns of nid-Iife

teachers. As well, supplementary research highlighted those factors

which are associated with workplace performance. However, it

remains unknown as to why teachers in the "growth" node are not

different, fron those in the "stagnation" mode in terns of t,heir

attitudes, class and school perfornances. More research needs to be

undertaken to illuninate this issue. The present results should

also have a bearing on the theoretical formulation and practical

implicat,ion in the educational field.
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APPENDIX A
Manitoba Teacher Ratio According to Age a¡rd Sex lgBZ
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APPENDIX B
Career Stage Models
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Comparison of Adult life Stages
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APPENDIX D
Mid-Life Career Adjustment Instrument



IIID-LIFE CARESR ADJUSIIIET{T INSTRTJIíENT

The following questionnaire was designed to help assess the inpact nid-Iife' career'
and organizationai variables nay have on your teaching perfornance. By askinE yourself the

following questions,-Vou wilf bä exploring indícators which nav be effected by those

var iables.

I. BACKGROUIÌD INFORIiIATION

please place a check mark ( / ) in one of the boxes which correctly answer-s the
question.

FOR

OFFICE USE

1. In which division are you currently working?

Division Name I

2. I{hat are¿ represents your present ag,e?

i 35-39

45 - 49

> 55

3. What is your gender?

| 5 years or less

Nunber i

40-44

5550

4.

5.

6.

I Fenale I MaIe

*:::_:""0"= does Your school_include?

iitoli

What area represents your present teaching poeition?

i K-6 i 7-e i 10-12

How many years in total have you worked in the teaching profession?

6 to 10 years

11 to l5 years

| 16 to 20 years

i 27 to 25 years 
.

I More than 25 years



-2-

7. How nanry years in total have you worked in your current division?

i i 5 years or Less i i 16 to 20 years

i i 6 to 10 years i i 21 to 25 years

i i 11 to 15 years i I More than 25 years

8. Have you ever ¡.rorked part-time? i i yes i I No

9. a) Since you began teaching, have you ever had a career
interrupt ion?

iiYesiiNo
b) t::_:!.. purpose(s)? (Check ALL rhar apply. )

i iStudy/educationalleave i iTraveL

I Deferred salary leave i i Child raising

_____ 
Other (specify)

10. Please indicate one of the folJ.owing:
Separated/

i iMarriedi iSinglei iDivorced i iOther

11. PLease indicate the nu¡ber of children in your fanily.
Noti i1 i i2 i i3 i i4 i is+i iapprióabte

12, Please indicate the nunber of chirdren in each age bracket.

i i1-4 i i5-17 i i18-25

'____' 
-.a Applicable

13. If you have chirdren in the 1g - 2s bracket, are they totalJ.yself supportive?

i i yes i i No I iÏllrr",or"

FOR
OFFICE USE

rtlt
tttt

tttt

tt
ll

rtltlltt

ll
lt

ltttlr

ltttlrr

ttlt



-J-

14. Are you presently in a supportive role (eg. financial, housing)of parents or spousers parents?

iiyesiiNo

FOR
OFFICE USE

ll
ll
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II. IIID.LIFE, TEACHING CAREER, AND ORGANIZATIONAT FACTORS

Please place a check mark ( / ) in the box provided for each iten which
best reflects your perception or what you know.

very very
seldoo seldon sometines often often

1. When thinking about your life
span, how often do you think of
it in terns of years to live?

How frequently do you feel a lack
of drive in the workplace?

Ho¡¿ often do you receive
recognition in the workplace?

How often do you feel you
receive active supervision and
support in the workplace?

How often &re you presented
with opportunities to take part
in preferred professional
developrnent activities?

How often do you take tine to
nentor a younger coì.Ieague or
student teacher?

Given the continuous energing
trends in educ¿tion, how often do I

you find yourself thinking of
leaving the profession (eg. retirenent, career change)?

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8..

9.

10.

Is yoür fanily currently moving
through a transformation period?
(eg. children leaving hone, etc. )

To what extent has a lack of a
career ladder in teaching
affected your career developnent.

YES

very
little Iittle sonewhat

iNo

nuch
very
nuch

11.

L2,

Towhatextentdoyoutaketine I i I i I i i i i i i ifor reflection and self-assessnent?---- ! ----

To what extent do you feeL a need I

to enjoy work?

To what extent does security and
stability affect your thoughts i
in your life?

FOR

OFFICE USE
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very very
Iittle little sonewhat ouch nuch

13. To what extent has a lack of
careernobilityaffectedyour I i I i I i i i i I

career develoPnent?

14, To what extent has job security
(tenure)allowedyoutofeel i i I i i i i i i I

confortable?

15. To what extent does routine
(annualcycleofteaching) i i i i i i i i i I

adversely affect how You feel
about your job?

16. To what extent does workinÉl
inisolationfromco-¡¡orkers i i i i i I i i I i

adversely affect how You feel
about your job?

17, To what extent are You given
opportuniti.estobecooeinvolved i i i I I I i i I i

in school decision naking?

FOR

OFFICE USE

ttlr

tt
ll

tl
ll

rltt

ll

'____ 
t
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III. ATTII'T'DE

f{hen perceiving your ca.reer and your rore in the workprace, in which rangeqo you perceive yourself to be?

ll
ll
23 5

Optilistic

FOR

OFFICE USE

1

Pessi¡istic

I
I

4

1

Uncontrolled

Depressed

ll
tt

lttt

It
lt

tttt

lllt

ltlt

ttll

tttt

ll
ll
45

Controlled

i--i I
I

5

Elated

ll
.t-l
45

Consistent

ll
l-l
45

Groning

FunctionalDyefunctional

ttlI r_i
1

Pasgive

1

I nconsietent

1

Paralyzed

!lrl--t I345
Deepaired Hopeful

ttttl
t-t ¡_t tL2345

5

Aggressive
tlrlt
I r i_, Ir2345

Erratic Structured
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IV. CLASSBOOII PERFOR}IANCE

Please place a check nark I t/ I in the box provided for each iten which
best reflects your perception or what you know.

very very
seldon seldon sonetines often often

FOR

OFFICE USE

1. Do you annually develop progran
goals and objectives?

2, How often do you regularlY
eva.Lu¿te your progran?

3. Ho¡r often do you consistently
update your proglran goals and
resourceg?

4, How often do you utilize current
resources and naterials in your
classroon?

5. Ho¡r often do you feel you
incorporate progressive and
innovative strategies and
resources in your progran?

6. Do you express a genuine
interest in studentst activities?

7. Do you get to know your studentg
on a personai. Ievel?

8. Do you nonitor students' needs
and progress closely?

9. Do you provide out-of-cl-ass tine
help for your students?

10. Do you search out alternative
subject assignnents fron year
to year?

ttttlllll
trtttlrtl

tt

tt
tt

tt

tltt

lt
tt

tttttttttlttttttlt lt
tt

lt
tt

tt
tt

ttlllllll
trtttlrll

tt

lt
tt



tI. SCHOOL iNVOTVEIIENT

Please Place a check nark ( y' )

best reflects your perception or what

-8-

in the box provided for each iten which
you know.

very
sonetines often often

FOR

OFFICE USE

very
seldo¡ seldon

rtlltlll
1.

2.

How often do You involve Yourself
rqith school develoPnent
connittees if theY exist in Your
school?

Hor+ often does Your school
establish educational goals?

How often do You involve YourseJ'f
with school goal setting?

When school $oals are
established, do You sPend tine
inplenenting then?

How often do You ParticiPate
in school decision naking?

How often do You feel You are
anare of what is going on in
your school?

How often do You Perforn school-
related tasks on tine? (i'e' neet
råporti"g deadlines, supervision)

How often do You Participate in
extra-curricular school

a

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

activities? ( i. e. coaching'
athletics, suPervising school
¡gorking with interest groups' )

activ ities '
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VI. FBOFESSIONAT DEVEIOPI{EtrÎ

Please place a checl ¡ark I y' ) in the box provided for each ite¡ nhich
beet reflects your perception or r¡hat you k¡on.

very very
seldor eeldor so¡etineg often often

1. Howoftendoyousesrchoutand i i i i i i i i i i

engage in P.D. oPPortunities?

2. Since the age of thirty-five, have you tåken
for¡a.Ì university courses related to education? YES i i HO i i

3. Hor often do you stay up to date
onprofessionalreadings?(Doyoul i i i i i i i I i
take tiqe to read articles that
are found in publications such as ltlanitoba Teacherr etc. )

4. Horoftendoyouparticipatein i i I i i I i i i i
schooL or profeseional co¡ritteeg? ----

FOR

OFFICE USE

ttlt

ll
ll

very very
seldor seldor soreti¡ee often often

ttll

ll
ll
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APPENDIX E
Letter to Sanple Population



Brarrdon, I'lB
R

It{ay, 1991

Dear CoIleague:

I an writing to solicit your support in providing data for the coapletion ofny thesis which focuses on nid-.Iife career adjustnents of teachers.

Anidst the aging of canadian teachers and the varying constraints affectingindividuaLs in nid-life, the educationar syste¡ is cãnfronted by new anddenanding charlenges. Aoong the general problens faced by teachers today,stress, career burnout, and nid-rife professionaL crisis receive wideattention in the literature. professionars are aghast at seeing colreeguesstagnate in their c&reer or even leave the profesJion conÞietery. Theattached questionnaire attenpts to provide background for an in-depth
assessnent of this energing phenonenon. your valuable input wilr provideadditional infornation r+hich wilr herp to develop a base ior better
understanding of the constraints affecting teachers in nid-life.
The questionnaire is part of a study that.is a requirenent for a l{asters ofEducation degree and has been approved by the university of ManitobaEducation Faculty and your school division. It should take about, twentyninutes to conplete and all answers r+ill remain confidentiar. your nanedoes not appear on this survey nor wirr it appear anywhere in the writtenreport. Resurts of the study wilr be nade avairabr.e upon request.

Arthough participation is voluntary, I would appreciate compretion of thequestionnaire and returned directly to the discussed schoor designate.Please return the questionnaire sealed in the envelope p"oriã.ãl'""ã-i"o"it in by Thursday, May 30.

The success of this study depends a great
cooperation in providing the data will be

Sincerely,

deal on your support. your
greatly appreciated.

Tom Skinner
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APPENDIX F
Second Letter



Brandon, MB
R'
June,1991

Dear Colleague:

About a week ago, you received a questionnaire which attenpts to provide
background for an in-depth r"""""r.nt of nid-tife career adjustnents ofteachers.

Eighty-six percent of the survey sanple has since been conpreted andreturned. The response rate has been very encouraging, yet I wourd like tohave as broad a data base as possibre. your participation in the survey istherefore requested once again.

If you have already handed in the survey, prease disregard this note. Ifyou have not conpleted the survey, I would ask that you please do so andhand it in to the discussed school áesignate bv fridav, iu". f¿.
Once again, thank you for your cooperation.

Yours truly,

Ton Skinner
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APPENDIX G

Mid-life Career Adjustnent Coding Systen



Col. 1 School Codes

2e3 Teacher I.D. #

4 Division Location

5 Age

Sex

Type of School

8-10 Teaching Area

11 Years Experience

LZ Years in Division

13 Part Tine Experience

L4 Career Interruption

15 Career Interruption purpose

-10-
iIID-LIFE CAREEB ADJUSTüENT

CODING SYSTEIÍ

Rural = 1

Urban = 2

35-39=1
40-44=2
45-49=3
50-55=4
>55 =$
Male = |
Fenale = 2

K-6 =l
K-9 =l
K-12=3
7-12=4

K-6 =1or07-g =1or0
10-12 =1or0
5 yrs. or less = 1
6-10years =l
11 - 15 years = !
16 - 20 years = |
21 - 25 yeare = g

) 25 years = g

5 yrs. or less = I6-10years =!
11 - 15 yeare = !
16 - 20 years = |
21 - 25 years = g

) 25 years = g

Yes=1
No =Q

Study/Ed. Leave = 1

Defened Leave = |
Trevel
Child Raising = |
Other
NA

Yes=1
No =fl

=$
=$Other&Child =fOther&Study =gOther&Travel =g



16 Married Status

L7 Children in F¿nily

i8-20 Nunber of Children per
Age Bracket

2I Children in 18-25 Support Status

Parent Support

Growing Sense of Mortality

24 Reduced Drive and Conpetitiveness

25 Recognition

26 Supervision and Support

27 Provision for Professional
Developnent Opportunities

28 Generativity/Mentoring

t1 -

Married
SingLe
Separated/Divorced = 3

0ther =l

1 =1
a-a

4 =4
5+ =5
NA =$

1-4 =1or0
5-17 =1or0
18-25=1or0
NA = 0 in all boxes

Yes=1
No =l
NA =J

Yes=1
No =N

Very Seldon = 5

:

Very Often = l

Very SeÌdon = 5

I

Very Often : I

Very Seldon = I

:

Very Often = $

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = $

Very Se1don = 1

:

Very Often = $

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = $

=l
=t

22

23



29 Growing Sense of Obsolescence

-12-
Very Seldon

;

Very often

Transformation in FaniIy Structure yes =0
No =l

31 Lack of a Career Ladder

=S

=l
30

32 SeIf-Assessment

33 Need to Enjoy Work

34 Security and Stability

35 Career Mobility

36 Job Security/Tenure

37 Annual Teaching Cycle

38 Work in Isoi-ation

39 Participatory Decision Making

40 Career Perceptions

Very Little = 5

:

Very Much = |

Very Little = 1

:

Very Much = !

Very Little = 1

Very lluch =

Very Little =
:

Very Much

Very Little

:

Very Much

Very Little
:

Very Much = |

Very Little = 5

:

Very Itluch = l

Very Litt1e = 5

:

Very ltluch = l

Very LittJ-e = I
:

Very Much =

Pessinistic =

Optinistic = g

5

1

=$

=$

=l

=$

5

I



4L Career Perceptions

42 Career Perceptions

43 Career Perceptions

44 Career Perceptions

45 Career Perceptions

46 Career Perceptions

47 Career Perceptions

48 Cereer Perceptions

49 Develop Progran Goals

50 Progran Evaluation

51 Progran Goals & Resources Update

13-

Uncontrolled =

Controlled =

Depressed =

:

Elated =

Incongistent =

Consistent = 5

Paralyzed = t

Growing =

Despaired =

Hopeful = $

Dysfunctional = 1

Functional =

Passive =

Aggreesive :

Erratic . =

5

1

5

1

Structured = $

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = $

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often - 5

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = $

5

1

5

I

5

1



5

1

62

53

Utilization of Current
Besources and Materials

Progressive and Innovative
Strategies and Resources

Interest in Students

55 Get to Know Students

56 Monitoring Student Needs

57 Provide for Out-of-Class Tine

Search out Alternative Subject
Ass ignments

Involvement with School
DeveJ.opnent Connittees

Establishnent of SchooL Goals

Involvement with School GoaI
Sett ing

Goal Pronotion

14-

Very Seldon : 1

Very Often =

Very Seldon =

Very Often = 5

Very Seì.don = 1

:

Very Often = 5

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = !

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = $

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = 5

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = 5

Very Seldon = 1

:

Úery Often = 5

Very SeJ.don = 1

:
Very Often = $

Very Seldon = 1.

:
Very 0ften = $

Very Seldon = 1

:
Very Often = $

54

58

59

60

61

62



65

Participation in Decision ilaking

Awareness of l{hat is Going On

Performance of SchooL Related
Tasks

Participation in Extra-Curricular
Activ ities

Search Out P.D. Opportunities

Formal Education Since 35

Up to Date on Professional
Readings

Participation in School or
Prof essional Committees

i5-

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = $

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = $

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = 5

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = $

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = $

Yes =l
No =Q

Very Seldom = I

:

Very Often = $

Very Seldon = 1

:

Very Often = $

67

68

69




